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CHAPTER I 
Introduct ion 
With higher inflation rates in the 1960s and 1970s , the phas ing 
out of the regulation ·of interest  rates , the elimination of s tate usury 
la ws ,  and the 1979  change in operating procedures ·by the Federal 
Reserve , interest  rate fluctuations incre ased s ignifi cantly . As 
interest  rates rose and fell , dollar denominated assets and l iab i l ities  
became subj ect to  sudden changes ,  and corresponding changes in  value 
ca used corresponding changes in banks ' net worth or capital . Such 
value changes are greater for long term secur ities than for short term 
securities . For example , when interest  rates fluctuate the present 
(market )  value of  any given s tream of  cash will also change . A rise  in 
in terest rates would cause the present value of the given stream of  
cash to  fall . Also , when interest  rates change , the present values of 
different cash streams do not change in the same proportion . The 
further the net cash receipts are from the present , the larger the 
percentage change in the present value of  the s tream when rates ch ange . 
Banks with mos t  of the ir assets and l iabilities valued at fixed 
dollar amounts and relatively narrow cap i tal  bases are partic ular ly 
susceptible to such interest  rate risk . In additio n to the effec t  on 
cap i tal , banks must  offer higher returns to retain depos i ts when 
interest  rates rise . If  these cannot be  matched by earning a hig her  
rate of  return on longer term asse ts , the . bank ' s  profitabil ity wi l l  be 
2 
damaged . Therefore , bank managers have found it  necessary to careful ly 
monitor the ir asset and l iabil ity portfolios and the ir exposure to 
interest  rate risk . 
Problem S tatement 
The framework of the regulatory s tructure of the banking 
industry was based on the Banking Acts of  193 3  and 193 5 until 1 9 7 2 , 
when reexamination of regulation began with the Pres ident ' s  Co mmis s i on 
of  Financial Structure and Regulation , which led to the passage of  t he 
Depos itory Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1 9 80 . 
The Banking Acts of 1933  and 19 3 5 were enacted followin g the banking 
collapse  of the 19 30s with the maj or  p rovis ion of sheltering banks from 
excess ive compe tition , and from the errors and poor j udgment of the ir 
own managements . (Kaufman ; Mote ; Rosenblum , 1984) These Acts 
disallowed the payment of interes t  on demand depos its and author ized  
the Federal Reserve to  set interest  rate ceilings on  time and savings 
depos i ts paid by co mmercial banks . ( G i lbert , 198 6 )  
Anothe r regulation prohibited banks from branc �ing across s tate 
l ines , except for those banks that changed to a national charter and 
already had some interstate branches .  (Wells ; Scruggs , 1986 ) This  
regulation was imposed through the National Bank Act of 1864 . The 1 9 3 3  
and 19 3 5 regulations and res trictions on  banks stayed intact for about 
half a century . However , restrictions were eased as the economic and 
technical enviro nments c hanged rap idly in the 1960s  and 1970s . 
(Kaufman ; Mote ; Rosenblum , 1984 ) The scenario in the 1960s was that 
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banks found themselves increas ingly s queezed by depos it rate 
regulations and res trictions on activities that hindered their pursui t 
of  profi table opportunities . In the 19 70s , regulation was 
characterized by accomodat ing compe tition as far as current law 
permitted . Despite regulators ' responses  to the changing financial 
environment , regulati on tended to lag developments in the financ ial 
markets and much effort was spent s imply in bringing regulation by law 
into al ignment with the actual s i tuat ion that prevailed . (Kaufman ; 
Mote ; Rosenblum)  
Because of  a near cri s is in  the financial markets in  the spring 
of  1980  and the pressure of a j udic ial ly es tab lished de adline to 
validate the regulatory agencies authorization of negotiable order of 
withdrawal (NOW) accounts , Congress  enacted the Depos itory Institutions 
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act ( DIDMCA) of  1980 . (Kaufman ; Mote 
and Rosenblum) Merrick and Saunders ( 19 8 5 )  s tated that the DIDMCA of 
1 980 and the Garn- S t .  Germain Depos itory Inst itutions Act ( 1982 ) " are 
the t wo mos t  s ignificant p ieces of  bank legis lation s ince the 1930s . 
The ir s ignificance stems from the fact that they have sought to roll 
back a number of  the regulations and res trictions imposed on banks ' 
act ivity and competition in the 1933 - 80 period . " 
The DIDMCA of  1980 had two purposes . One was to place financ ial 
inst i tutions of  all types on a more even footing so as to engage in a 
much broader range of financ ial activities  than was the case before , 
and subj ect them to market competi tion to regulate the indus try ' s  
·relations with the public . The second purpose of the Act was to gi ve 
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the Federal Reserve Sys tem broad�r control over the monetary aggregates 
and thus potentially provide greater s tab i l i ty to the U . S .  economy . 
Maisel  ( 19 8 1 )  referred to interes t  rate risk as a concern which 
arises from a mismatch o t  the maturi ty structure of  an instit ution ' s  
assets and l iabil ities . Depending on the degree of  mismatch , banks 
face some risks due to changes in interest  rates because : ( 1 )  the term 
structure of interest rates shi fts , therefore reducing the value of  
future receipts ( flow of  funds ) as the term structure moves up ; ( 2 )  
in terest  rates received on assets  and paid on l iab i l ities , i f  tied to 
ma rket rates , move with those rates ; ( 3 )  cash flows are altered as the 
ra te at which commitments are taken down changes ,  which ' results in 
assets paid off more or less rap idly , and depos i t  l iabilities trans ­
ferred . With deregulation , the r isks faced by banks due to fluctuating 
interest  rates have become more app arent . 
Banks face two types of r i sks from volatile interest rates . 
The firs t ,  income risk , is the risk o f  los s  in net interest  income due 
to movements of  borrowing and lending rates be ing imperfectly 
synchronized . This  is  because when rates change , the present value of  
any given stream of  cash will  also  change . An increase in -rates wi ll  
cause the present value of the given s tream of cash to  fall ; and 
changes in rates will  not result in proportional changes in the present 
values of different cash streams . The second , investment risk , is the 
r isk of loss  in net worth from unexpected interes t  rate fluctuations . 
For example , if  interest  rates increase the market value of as sets and 
· l iab ilities  fall . If  t he duration of as sets is  longer than the 
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duration of  l iabil ities , then this  re s ults in a larger percentage 
red uction in· the market value of as sets  than in the marke t value of 
liab ilities beca use assets become more interest - e las tic . The opp �s i te 
occurs when rates fal l . Both components of r isk can be reduced by 
banks thro ugh a care f ul strategy of as set - liability management . 
The effects of deregulation are continuo us ly being assessed a nd 
can be explained in terms of  the benefits and costs to both depos itors 
and producers of  financial services . Depos itors benefit from the 
availability of 
a greater menu of assets from which to choose and earn (higher )  
returns on  their  savings , while borrowers  can search more extens ively 
for the bes t prices for loans and other financial servi ces . For 
producers of bank prod ucts and services there  i s  the benefit of 
choosing a portfolio  of geographic and product activities  that more 
closely approximates the set that maximizes  s tockholders wealth . . .  On 
the cost s ide , the overriding concern has been the adverse effect  
deregulation might have on bank safety and soundness  and the 
implications of this for financial and macroeconomic s tabil i ty .  
(Merrick ; Sa unders , 198 5 )  
Another factor that has an effec t  on the banking ind ustry ' s  
viabil ity and competitiveness  is  technological change . Technological 
change and its �ffect on banking competition is an important part of  
banking l iterat ure that is  often overlooked . ( H unter ;  Timme , 1 986 )  -D ue 
to Technological change , the interdependence among banks increased 
because of the des ire to red uce the average cost  in the ind ustry in 
general . Technological change also increased the competi tion for f unds 
beca use  of the improved and speedy service , and the capacity to expand 
the geographic market . Consumers in different market locations can now 
be reached . The most s ignificant impac t of  technological change has 
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been the transformation .of  financial institutions from a heterogenerous 
production line to a homogeneous blend . (Kane , 1984 ) Kane noted that 
during the last 1 5  years , technological change ( in the form �f the 
computerization of record keeping and transaction , the robotization of 
teller functions and expanding telecommunication l inks with customers , 
services and financ ial markets ) has increased the role of multipurpose 
cap ital e quipment in producing financi al services . The des irability of 
spreading the costs of · operating thi s  telemation e quipment across 
additional product l ines underlies the rap id progress  toward 
homogenization of function observed for different types of financ ial 
intermediaries . (p . 7 6 1 )  
Because of  the changing market environment created by 
technological change and deregulation of  the banking industry , and the 
increased competition which has resul ted , banks in general have had to 
adopt new management strategies to remain viable . The fluctuation of 
interes t  rates has compounded the r isks faced by banks , especially the 
r i sks of returns to income and investment . The banks that survive in 
the new financial environment are those  that  learn to reduce their  
r isks and also  meet  customer demands fo r financial services . ( Toevs , 
198 3 )  
Drabens tott and McDonley ( 19 8 2 ) explain that the deregulat ion 
of the banking industry and the access of rural savers to a wider 
assortment of savings instruments s ince the late 1970s have transformed 
the rural financial markets ; 
as a result , rural community banks have been under increas ing 
pressure to replace their noninteres t  bearing demand depos its with 
higher yielding depos it accounts , such as money market certificates . 
Consequently , these banks no longer hold a large pool of  demand depos ­
its  with which to insulate themselves agains t adverse movements in 
national interest rates . Agricultural banks , therefore , faced with 
increased competition and integration of  rural financ ial markets , are 
being s ignificantly affected by volatile interes t  rates . (p . 10 ) 
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Wilson and Sull ivan ( 19 8 6 )  note that the financial pos it ions of  
agricultural banks need to  be examined because of  the farm cris is . Due 
to the farm crisis , losses  on loans "have been large enough to cause a 
substantial increase in the failure rate among agricultural banks - - ­
agricultural banks have made up about two - thirds of  all failed banks 
s i nce  July 1984 ; 62  agricultural banks failed during 198 5 .:. " (Belongia ; 
G ilbert , 198 5 )  Because of the continuing growth in delinquent loan 
volume across the country the number of  bank failures could grow still  
larger in 1986 ; by  September 30 , 1 9 8 5 , the vulnerable banks had in­
creased to 719 , up 100 from 1984 ' s  level . (Wilson ; Sullivan , 19 8 6 )  
Belongia and Gilbert observed that there has been an in crease i n  public 
co ncern about the continued viability of  many banks that have been 
heavily committed to agricultural lending because of  the apparent 
vulnerab ility of the banking sys tem· to the farm credit cris is . 
According to the authors , earnings at agricultural banks have fa llen in 
recent years - -with a return on e quity (ROE) of  13  to 1 6  percent in the 
1 9 70s as compared to 9 percent by 1 984 . Wilson and Sullivan also found 
that a growing number of agricultural banks have been reporting 
negative earnings . Wilson and Sullivan also expressed the view that 
agricultural banks have indeed suffered from financial stress  in the 
farm economy , and because they are predominantly small banks , they 
experienced elevated cos ts of funds as a result of their increas ingly 
deregulated environment . 
According to Brewer a nd Lee ( 19 8 6 ) , " economic risks - - as 
reflected in uncertainty regarding economic growth , inflation , and 
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interest  rates - -have differential regional impacts because regulation 
and market forces have led banks to develop different exposures to 
risks . . .  Depending on its part of  the country , a bank may be more 
sens itive to certain kinds of r isk . " ( p . 2 5 )  This  imp l ies locat ion and 
enviro nment influence the degree of  r isk exposure faced by banks to 
fl uc t uations in interest rates . 
South Dakota , with a predominantly agricultural economy , is 
made up of many small rural agricultural communities . Because of this 
aspect , the degree of r isk exposure faced by rural banks in South 
Dakota due to volatile interest rates may be  different from the resul ts 
obtained from national s tudies  or s tudies  o f  other regi ons . Due to the 
recent farm economy cris is , the risks faced by banks that support these 
agricultural communities need to be  evaluated . 
Research Obj ectives 
The purpose of this research i s  to evaluate the asset - liab i l ity 
management strategy and interest  rate r isk of  banks in South Dakota 
from 1984 to 1986 . 
The spec ific obj ectives of this  research are : 
1 .  To examine and analyze the trends in market interest  rates 
from 1984 - 1986  . . 
2 .  To evaluate and compare the asset - l iability management 
strategy and compos ition of banks by asset  s ize . 
3 .  To evaluate and compare the as set - l iability management 
strategy and composition of banks by crop reporting district . 
4 .  To examine , analyze and compare interest  rate risk 
exposure of banks by as set s ize and by crop reporting district . 
Procedures 
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This s tudy will  focus on banks located in rural or small 
communities in South Dako ta whose  economy is  mainly agriculturally 
based . The rationale for this is to reduce the influence of  other 
factors such as industrial growth within the environment . This 
criterion can be j ustified by the fact that much of  South Dakota is 
made up of  many small agricultural communities  with banks that are fr om 
small  to medium in s ize . 
A sample of  44 banks was chosen from across  the S tate ' s  nine 
crop reporting districts . These  banks were grouped by asset  s ize into 
four categories : less than $10 mill ion ; $ 10 - 2 5 mill ion ; $ 2 5 - 50 
mil l ion ; and greater than $50  mil l ion .  The asset - l iability management 
s trategy and composition of banks by s ize  wi l l  be evaluated and 
compared . A Duncan multiple range tes t  will be performed to test i f  
the average as sets and l iabil ities of  each s ize group is s ignificantly 
different . This te st will  determine i f  s ize  is  a maj or factor in 
asset - l iability composition .  Another analysis  that will be presented 
is  the asse t - l iability management strategy and composition of  banks by 
crop reporting district . The crop reporting dis tricts were grouped 
into fo ur substate regions according to the maj or types of crops gr own. 
The group of substate regions are : ( 1 )  North Central and Northeas t 
CRD ' s ;  (2) Eas t Central and S outheas t CRD ' s ;  ( 3 )  Central and South 
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Central CRD ' s ;  and ( 4 )  Northwest  and Wes tern CRD ' s . As s tated , the 
regions were . formed to recognize the s imilarities in the types of crops 
grown . With each region there are s imilar farming practices and 
therefore a general pattern of capital re quirements for farm 
operations . These differing cap ital needs of each region will have an 
effect  on the risk exposure and management practices of  banks across  
thes e  regions . 
The number of banks chosen within each region is  spread among 
the counties as indicated in figure 1 . 1 . This  should allow for a better 
me asure of bank performance within each region , which may not be as 
ade quately measured if the selected banks were concentr ated in certain 
areas within each region . This is  also  the reason for the pattern of 
the spread of  sample banks in the S tate . 
Data Source 
Balance sheet category of repriceab le assets and liab ilities , 
quarterly average statements , and income s tatements for these banks 
were obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis . The data 
were compiled for each year by obtaining the second quarter data from 
1984 - 1986 . The interest  rate series was constructed from the 
information contained in the Federal Reserve Bulletin .  
Organization o f  S tud y 
The organization of this research i s  as follows : Chapter one 
contains the introduction , problem statement , re search obj ectives , 
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outline of  procedures and data sources .  Chapter two focuses  on the 
microeconomic theory of a financial firm ( a  bank) , and also spotlights 
the effect  of deregulation on bank profitab i l i ty and interest  rates . 
Chapter three includes a review of  empirical literature on interest  
rate risk at  commercial banks and a discuss ion of  the use of financ ial 
futures to hedge again st interes t  rate risk . Chapter four presents an 
analysi s  of  the trend in interes t  rates and asse t - l iability management 
s trategy and composition of banks by s ize . Chapter five analyzes the 
ass e t - l iability management s trategy and composi tion of banks by crop 
reporting district . Chapter s ix presents an analys is  of  interes t  rate 
risk exposure and gap management of banks by s ize and c rop reporting 
dis trict . Chapter seven concludes the research with a s ummary , 
implications , limitations , and recommendations on future research . 
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CHAPTER I I  
Microeconomic Theory of  a Depos itory Firm 
Economists and pol icymakers have expressed concern about the 
effec t  of deregulation on the banking industry because the reg ulator y 
framework of the indus try has gone through several changes over the 
past fifteen years . ( Santomero and S iege l , 1 98 6 )  As a res ult  of this , 
Santomero and S iegel po int out , that there are mixed reviews from both 
consumers and the financ ial ind us try .  Consumers have been charged the 
marginal cost  of financial services , but have s till  inc reased their 
deposit  rates ; and on the industry level , "new-breed" financial firms 
have evolved ,  and competition for funds has increased . These  have had 
the effect  of eroding the profit margin in the industry . 
This chapter focuses on the mic roeconomic theory of a 
depository firm through a s imple mode l , and also the microeconomic 
effect of  deregulation on bank profitability ,  interest  rates and 
monetary policy . 
The microeconomic behavior of  a depos itory firm presented in 
thi s  chapter i �  based on the analys is by Lewis J .  Spellman , The 
Depos itory Firm . and Ind ustry ,  Chpt . 3 ,  New York : Academic Press , 1982. 
The model ill us trates the behavior  of  a depos itory firm given 
certain conditions and assumptions abo ut the fundamental relationships 
in the operation of a depos itory firm . These  as sumptions are : ( 1 )  
that the motive o f  a depos itory firm i s  t o  maximize profit ; ( 2 )  
Hll TON M. BmGGS UBRARY 
South Dakota State University 
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expectations of  the future do n ot differ from those of  the present ; (3) 
certainty of availab il ity of funds for continuous operation ; ( 4 ) a 
s ingle liab il ity c las s ( deposits ) ;  (5 ) the firm is  a rate taker 
(meaning earning rates on assets are exogenous to the firm) ; ( 6 )  there 
are no taxes imposed on profits ; ( 7 )  the firm is  cons idered to operate 
in a s ingle period , in this case one year . Given these as sumptions , 
the mode l highlights the roles o f  competition and efficiency in 
determining deposit  rates , rate spreads , profit margins , depos it  size , 
and the depos itory firm ' s  distribution of  revenue . 
The depos itory firm operates in an imperfectly competitive 
depos it market because of  regulatory imposed l imitation s to entry , but 
i ts discretion to set deposit  rates is not subj ect  to regulatory 
ceil ings . This , in effect , makes the funds suppl ied by the public  
interest  elastic ; i . e . , as  depos i t  rates increase , deposit  levels  also  
increase . Therefore , the depos it  demand curve is  upward s loping . · The 
depos it  level is a function of the depos i t  rate , the rate availab le on 
alternative market instruments , and income and wealth of the commun ity 
or local market . This can be expressed as , 
where 
D - D ( r , n ,  y ,  w) ; D , D , D , > 0; D , < 0 (1) 
r - depos it  rate 
n rate available on alternative investment s 
y , w  income and wealth o f  the community . 
I t  i s  generally assumed that , with everything else  constant , the 
deposit  level increases with highe r levels  of  income and wealth and 
decreases with higher market rates on alternative ins truments . The 
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firm ' s  demand for loans or securities  ( as sets ) doe s  not increase 
security prices or reduce loan rates because rates on assets are 
exogenous to the firm due to its s ize relative to the loan and 
securities markets . In effect ,  the earning asset rate ra cannot be 
influenced by the firm by increas ing i ts earning assets in i ts port -
fol io . Therefore , the firm is a rate taker and quantity setter in 
asset  markets . The revenue accruing to the firm is  then equal to raD .  
The annual production costs C o f  the firm i s  a function of  
depos i ts and earning assets . The firm also incurs costs for factor 
inputs and other intermediate products such as supplies in process ing 
both earning assets and depos its . The production costs ' are assumed to 
depend on the s tock levels of both depos i ts and earning assets s ince 
costs  are incurred for both depos it  gathering and management , as well  
as asset  selection and management . Other costs that are reflected in 
· the parameters of the annual production cost function are asset  a nd 
l iabil ity maturities , and transfer services ( i f this is  part of  depos i t  
cost ) . The production cost function i s  expres sed as : 
C - C (D )  C '\D) > 0 ( 2 ) 
. The marginal production cost is as sumed to be pos itive which s ignifies 
that the produ ction cos t function i s  upward s lop ing . The average 
production cost per depos i t  dollar per annum is C/D and is denoted c .  
The average production costs c ,  and the depos i t  and earning rates are 
all denominated in the same dimens ion . For s implification , i t  is  
assumed that marginal costs are cons tant and equal to  average costs  per 
' 
depos it  dollar . Therefore , C ( D )  - C/D - c .  
The firm is also subj ect to interes t  cost  for depos its which 
accrue at an annual rate r .  I f  depos i t  rates increase , deposit  leve l 
wil l  also increase . The firm ' s depos i t  costs  per annum are rD . Wi th 
the revenue and cost fun ctions of  the firm derived , and given the 
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previous assumptions , a model i s  developed that will  explain the roles 
of  competition and efficiency in determining depos it rates , rate 
spreads , profit margins , depos it  s ize , and a deposi tory firm ' s  
dis tribution o f  income . 
The Depos itor y Rate . Rate Spreads . Profit  Margins . and Deposit  S ize 
The depos itory firm ' s  profit  is  total revenue l ess  components 
of  total cost which can be denoted as : 
where  
P - raD - rD  - C ( D )  
r � 
rD 
· C (D )  
total annual revenues 
annual interes t  costs  
annual production costs . 
( 3 )  
The revenues and costs , as s tated above , are an annual flow from 
-
depos i t  activity . By assumption ,  the firm is  a rate taker in the as set  
. market ,  and therefore maximizes profit with respec t  to  deposit  rate r 
being the only variable that can be  controlled  in a free  depos i t  rate 
enviro nment . Sp ellman explained that in determining profit maximiz ing 
depos it rates , the firm takes its depos it supply curve and production 
technology (presumably the most  effic ient available )  in its local 
market as given . From the profit function ,  the profit maximiz ing 
depos i t  rate r can be determined by substituting the deposit  funct ion 
into the profi t function and differentiating with respect to r .  
P r cP(r , n , y , w ) - rD ( r , n , y , w) - C ( D ( r , n , y , w) ) 
( 4 )  
Divide e quation (4 )  through b y  D and rearrange terms t o  obtain 
r 
r =- (Dr . + r )  + C '( D )  ( 5 ) 
D 
marginal depos it  cos t + marginal production cos t  
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Equation ( 5 )  represents the depos it level  that  maximizes profit . This  
is  equal to the added depos it  cost  D (  �� D )  that results from paying a 
higher depos i t  rate a r /c)  1), and r the depos it rate of  the marginal 
depos it dol lar , with dC/CID the marginal production cos t . In order to 
attrac t additional depos its , the firm wil l  have to pay higher depos it  
rates which increases the interest  cost to the firm because i t  must pay 
for the marginal deposit  at the rate r and also  the higher depos it  rate 
to all existing intramarginal depos its . By assumption , the added 
depos it cos ts will exceed the added revenues from an additional depos i t  
dollar a t  some depos it s ize  because the average (marginal ) depos i t  cos t  
is  an increasing function o f  the depos i t  l evel . 
To determine the profit  maximizing depos it rate , one can solve 
.e quation ( 5 )  for r as an implicit  mathematical function , because r 
cannot be mathematically reduced to a s ep arate term . An assumption 
that the firm ' s  qepos it supply is  characterized by a constant 
elas tic ity in r makes it  possib le to solve for r in e quation ( 5 )  
exp l ic ity . 
E - D * riD > 0 r 
r 1 s - D ( ar I an) 
(6) 
( 7) 
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Substitute equation ( 7 )  into ( 5 ) to obtain 
r - ( r I s + r) + C '( D )  ( 8 )  
Now we can solve for �, the profit  maximiz ing deposit  rate : 
r *- s/( 1 +�) ( � - C '( D ) ) ( 9 )  
The level o f  the profit maximiz ing depos i t  rate r* depends on two 
' 
terms ; the net revenue per deposi t  dollar ( r  - C (D ) ) , and the depos it 
a 
response s/ ( 1  + s) which Spellman des ignated as the pass - through 
proportion . The marginal depos i t  response that triggers marginal in -
creases  in depos it cost and revenue is  contained in the elasticity term 
rather than in the ll term as stated in equation ( 5 ) .  
The depos it elas tic i ty term is  s ignificant bec ause the propor -
tion of  net revenues passed through to depos itors depends on the pass 
through proportion E:/ ( 1  +£) , which depends on the value of £; and also 
the value of  £, assumed to be within the range of  (O,oo), indicates the 
level of competition that prevails in the market , and in effect ,  the 
level of  depos it rate that is  paid by the firm .  When elasticity is 
zero , there will  be no depos it response to higher interes t  rates , and 
also no incentive to pay higher rates because this will add to cost but 
. not revenue or profit . This  s i tuation corresponds to imperfect 
competition .  At the other extreme of  infinite deposit  elastic ity , 
increases  in depos its overwhelm the depos itory firm when it  raises 
depos it rates . This s i tuation corresponds to perfect competition . 
The depos it  elastic ity influences  the share of revenues that 
pass through to deposit ors via the pass through proportion which has 
a range of 0 t o  1 .  When the depos i tors ' resp onse to the dep osit  rate 
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* is low E/(1 + E) will  approach 0, and r will  approach 0 .  But when the 
response to higher depos it  rate is great , E gets larger and depos i t  
rates will get higher . I f  the depos i t  e las tic ity approaches infinity , 
a s i tuation of  perfect competition , E/(1 + E )  will approach 1 ,  and the 
depos i t  rate will  approach net revenues (�- CtD). This imp l ies that 
as the firm ' s depos it  demand become more elas tic , the optimal d�posit  
rate will  increase and approach the net 
' 
asset  earning rate (r - CD). a 
Thus , the effect  of competition on depos it rates works through the 
elastic ity of depos it demand in the local deposit  market .  
Rate spread of a depos itory firm i s  the difference between the 
rate earned on assets and rate paid on depos i ts . In th is case the 
spread of the firm is s- ( r - �); and because the value of the a 
elas tic ity affects the depos it  rate , i t  also affects the spread s 
between asset  and deposit  rates . Substituting for r* , 
' 
s - ta- E/(1 +�) ( ra - C (D) =- 1/(1 + E)*ra + E/(1 +€)*C (D) ( 10 )  
Equation (10) indicates that the rate spread also depends o n  both 
competition and efficiency as measured by the depos it elastic ity and 
marginal costs respectively . When there is  perfect competit ion , E ap -
. proaches infinity and the spread between the earning and depos it rates 
approaches the marginal production costs . The depos it rate approaches 
net revenue . At . the margin , the extent to which higher earning rates 
and cost  savings from greater technical effic iency are passed through 
to depos itors depend upon deposit  elas t ic i ty : 
* 
ar I ata - E/ ( 1 + E ) (11) 
a nd 
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* 
ar I arne - - t:/ ( 1 + E) (12) 
Equations (11) and (12) represent the change in depos it rate with 
respect to a one unit change in earning as set  rates and marginal 
production costs respect ively . 
A graphical presentation of  the model is  illustrated in Figure 
2.1 . . Figure 2.1 explains the behavior of the depos itory firm to maxi -
mize profit .  
Figure 2. 1 The Profit Maximizing Deposit Rate 
o· 
0 
The depos itory firm's depos it demand curve , D - D ( r , n , y , w) , 
represent its average interest  cost  of  a depos it  AIS , which rises with 
· higher levels of  dep os its D .  As a resul t , the marginal interes t  c ost  
c urve per  dep os it MICo l ies ab ove the average interest cost  Aifn . Fr om 
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the previ ous assumpti on ,  average pr oduct i on c osts are equal t o  marginal 
pr oduc ti on c osts regardless  of the level of dep os its . When the 
marginal interest  c os t  and marginal pr oducti on c osts are added , the sum 
of the marginal c os ts , �MC
D
, is obtained . With the assumpti on that 
average revenue s d o  n ot decl ine with dep os its , the revenues per dep os it 
d ollar � are perfectly elas tic and represented by a h oriz ontal l ine . 
Because average revenues are c onstant , marginal revenues MRn are als o 
c onstant and equal t o  average revenues .  The p oint of intersecti on of 
fMC and MR gives the equilibrium dep os it level n* . At this  level , the 
. D D 
firm 's pr ofit maximiz ing dep osit  rate i s  r
* where AICo and o* intersec t .  
At higher dep os it rates in excess  of r* the firm ' s pr of it is squeezed 
because added c os ts will exceed added revenues , th ough dep os it leve ls 
wi l l  increase . Theref ore , it  is  n ot in the firm 's interes t t o  increase 
* 
dep os it rates bey ond r i f  its m otive i s  t o  maximize pr ofi t .  
Fr om the ab ove m odel , the e ffec t -of elasticity £ on pr ofit · 
margin and inc ome dis tributi on between the dep os i t or and the dep os it ory 
firm can be analyzed . 
C ompetiti on and Inc ome Distribut i on 
In order t o  determine the pr ofit  level fr om the dep os i t  
* activity , the pr ofit maximiz ing value of the dep os i t  rate r can be 
subst ituted int o equati on ( 3 ) , the pr ofit  functi on :  
p -
' 
ra * D - { £ / ( l + £ ) ( r a - C ( D ) ) * D} - C (D ) ( 1 3 )  
Equat i on ( 1 3 )  s tates that the t otal pr ofit  P depends on net revenues (r a 
' 
- C (D)), dep os it le vel D ,  the dep os i t  rate elas t icity £ and t otal 
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production costs C(D). Dividing equation (13 )  through by D ,  the profit 
margin or profit per depos it dollar p can be derived . 
p - 11 c 1 + £ ) c xa - c )  (14 ) 
From equations ( 9 )  and (14 ) , with the assumed conditions , the net 
revenue to the depository firm i s  equal to the shares of income 
accruing to the depos itor ( e:/(1 + £) ) (ra - c)  and the equity pos ition 
1/(1 + e:) (ra - c ) . That is , 
* 
r + p - ra - c .  (15 )  
* Also , the ratio of  the profit maximizing depos i t  rate r.: to the profi t 
* 
margin p is determined by the depos it elasticity r jp - £· As the 
depos i t  e lasticity increases , indicating a more competitive market , the 
greater will be the response of depos i ts to the deposit  rate and 
therefore the greater will be the depos i tor's relative share . 
This  analys is shows that the value of  deposit  elastic ity£ is 
the critical determinant of revenue dis tribution . Furthermore, the 
value of £ can be measured in terms of interes t  rates and depos i t  
production cos t: 
* 
r - [ £/(1 + e:) ](r - C) 
* * 
a 
r I ( ra - r - C) = e: 
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The graphical illus tration of  revenue distribution is presented 
in Figure 2. 2. 
Figure 2.2 Revenue Distribution 
PRODUCTION COST 
PROFIT 
INTEREST 
COST ,· 
D 
�MCo 
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Total revenue i s  �he area �D .  Interes t  cost  on depos its is the area 
to; and production cost incurred from both depos i t  gathering and 
management and asset selection and management is the area CD . By 
equation (15 )  the remaining revenue pD acc rues to equity pos i t ion .  
Conclus ion 
The model has examined the microeconomic behavior of a 
depos itory firm under s implying assump tions . about market structure and 
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production costs . The analys is of depos it rates , rate spreads , profi t 
margins and income distribution , show that deposit  elasticity , the 
respons iveness  of deposit  levels to interes t  rates paid on depos it� , is 
critical to understanding the relationships be tween these  variables . 
The model, given the assumptions and conditions that prevail , 
is c learly a s impl ification of the real world s i tuation . Relaxing 
thes e  assumptions and conditions resul t  in a more complicated model 
that explains in greater detail the behavior of a depos itory firm but 
retains the essential properties of the s imple model . 
Microeconomic Effect  of  Deregulation on 
Bank Interest  Rates and Profitability 
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The process of financial deregulation has caused the regulatory 
framework and the s tructure of financial ins itutions to undergo changes 
that have been broad and pervas ive . (Santomero and S iegel , 198 6 )  The 
purposes  of deregulating the financial indus try was to increase 
competition and give the Federal Reserve broader control over the 
monetary aggregates , and thus provide greater s tability to the U. S .  
economy . These obj ectives led to the enactment of  the Depos itory 
Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act (DIDMCA) o f  1980  by 
Congress . Through this Act ,  Timberlake (1985 ) observed that the 
restrict ion on freedom of economic activity of  the banking and 
financial sys tem has been s ignificantly relaxed , and the power of  the 
Federal Reserve greatly increased . 
As a follow- up to the illustration of  the behaviour of  a 
banking firm in the first part of  this  chapter ,  the second part will  
attempt to  spotl ight the effects of  deregulation on  interest  rates and 
profitability of a bank . 
The .Effect of  Deregulati.on on Interes t  Rates 
One aspect of the DIDMCA of 1980 was to remove the depos i t  rate 
as a central bank control variable . This  imp l ies  that all depos i t  
rates ( except demand depos its ) are market de termined and free of  
interes t rate ce ilings . Santomero _and S iegel note that this type of 
deregulation increases the level of  depos it  rates and also the 
sens itivity of such depos i t  rates to the market rate of  interes t .  
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There are two competing ways presented by Santomero and S iegel  of 
looking at the effects of  deregulation of depos it  rates on bank 
behavior . These assumptions are : (1) that there is only a s ingle 
market rate ; and ( 2) that there is  more than one market rate . [ Hancock 
(1 9 8 5) also made use of  these assumptions in her s tudy] . 
The first assumption centers around the view that all bank 
act ivities  and services are a function of  one market interest  rate . 
Hancock noted that the firs t assumption i s  appropriate only if  assets 
and l iab i l ities can be aggregated , with price per unit  of services 
equal to the market interest rate ; and there is no adj us tment for 
differences in l iquidity , risk , and maturity between various assets and 
l iabil ities . Therefore , a bank in this  case can make implicit  payments 
to depos itors as a s imple enhancement of explicit  depos it rates . 
Deregulation is  irrelevant in this respect if  (1) implicit  payments are 
produced effic iently ; ( 2) explicit  and implicit  payments are valued in 
. exactly the same manner ;  and ( 3 )  there is suffic ient quantity of  
implicit  payments produced to  c ircumvent the regulatory constraint . I f  
the above conditions hold , a bank may be  encouraged t o  make implic i t  
payments not only t o  circumvent regulatory constraints , but also 
because of the nontaxable nature of  implicit  returns ( Santomero and 
S iegel ) .  
However , if  the above conditions are not satis fied , 
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deregulation will have s ignificant effec ts upon the deposit  market and 
also increase the perceived deposit  rate . 
The second assumption centers around the view that depos i �  
deregulation i s  very complex , and that bank activities and services are 
not a func tion of a s ingle market rate . In this  framework , implicit  
payments to  depos itors are achieved through subs idization of  
transactions and transfers such as  free checking and low cost  automatic 
transfers . Increases in the explic i t  rate on depos its cause a change 
in transaction subs idies , but these  do not translate s imply into in ­
creasing or decreas ing demands for depos i ts . In general , transaction 
subs idies decline as deposit  rate ce i l ings increase , thereby resulting 
in an increase in the cost of transaction balances  and a dec line in 
transactions depos its in the banking sector . S antomero and S iegle 
concluded that the impact of deposit  deregulation at the bank level is 
less than obvious . I f  regulation is  ineffective , deregulation can be 
expected to have little aggregate impact ;  but if regulation leads to 
subs idies at the transactions leve l , deregulation ' s  effect can only be 
deduced . However , Santomero and S iegel observed that the profess ion 
. seems driven to the conclus ion that depos it  deregulation ought to 
increase deposit  attractiveness . The imp l ications of deregulation on 
depos i t  rates can be illustrated through a micromodel . The underlying 
assumption in developing the model was that bank services are not a 
function of  a s ingle market rate . 
The effective deposit  rate � , which is  the sum of the implicit  
and explicit  interest  paid on  depos its , can be s tated as  follows : 
where 
1> - f ( t , t ' % ' ? ' ¢) 
r - market rate of  interest 
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(1 ) 
r -0 the government mandated ceil ing for the explic i t  rates 
paid on depos its 
It =-
r -r 
effective reserve ratio on depos its 
rate of return ( if any) paid by the central bank on 
required r�serves 
the var i ab le tha t  me a s ur e s  the e ffec t ivene s �  o f  
regulation enforcing the depos i t  ceiling . 
The s igns over the arguments refer to the s ign of  the partial 
derivatives . The market rate of  interes t  r ,  exp l ic it  depos it rate � , 
and the rate of  return on reserves pos it ively influence the effective 
depos it  rate � ; while the reserve ratio � and s tate of  regulation ¢ 
negatively influence the depos i t  rate . 
A depos itory firm will  choose an effective reserve ratio � 
based on its  profit maximiz ing dec is ions and mandatory reserve ratio . 
� can be expressed in the functional form : 
- :t- + In - g (  r ;  % ,  r ) r (2) 
where � is the explicit  required reserve ratio on depos its . The above 
function is a mic�omodel of reserve determination . From the above 
discuss ion , a spec ific form of the function � was derived which 
illus trates the effects of depos i t  deregul�t,iori . This is defined as : 
rD - ( 1 - cp ) [ ( 1 - � )  r + 1<o � - lJi ] + cp r0 ( 3 )  
where lJi i s  the marginal cost of  produc ing depos its . If  cp - 0 ,  which 
impl ies rate ceil ings on deposits are totally ineffective , then �
.
is 
equal to [ ( 1 - lTI  ) r  + ko r - IJJ ] - - - a weighted average of the market r 
rate of  interes t  and the interest paid on reserves les s the marginal 
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costs of produc ing depos its . But if  � - 1 ,  when regulation is  totally 
effective , then lb � . In this  respect  the effective depos it  rate is  
equal to  the deposit  ceiling . One of  the obj ectives of  deregulation is  
to  e l iminate rate ceil ings on depos it rates . This  corresponds to the 
condit ion where � - 0 .  
Differentiating equation (3 ) with respect  to the market rate of  
interest , gives : 
d� 1 dr - ( 1 - <P)  [ ( 1 - � ) + � drr 1 dr ] (4 )  
Equation ( 4 )  indicates the increase in the interest sensitivity of the 
effective depos it rates due to depos i t  rate deregulation . The terms in 
brackets are non-negative , therefore dr ldr is a decreas ing function of  
D 
the s tate of  regulations as indicated by � .  When d� ldr - 0, then 
regulation of deposit  rates is completely effective ( � - 1 ) , but when 
d� ldr - 1 then there is no depos it· regulation . In this  case depos it 
deregulation has been totally achieved . Obvious ly , a shift from 
depos i t  rate regulation to no regulation will  have an effect on 
profitability . 
. The Effect of Deregulation QD Bank Profitability -
S ince deregulation of the financial institution has resulted in 
increased competition ,  excess profits generally mus t have decl ined . But 
Flannery (1980 )  noted that because bank costs and revenues both respond 
to increases ( decreases ) in market rates , the ne t effect  on bank 
profits due to deregulation is hard to predict - -banks are not in danger 
of  fail ing , nor do they reap windfalls when market rates change . 
Flannery observed profits go up or _down depending largely on the 
average maturity of bank assets and l iab il it ies . 
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If  a bank ' s portfolio  is unbalanced , there is greater 
opportunity for profits , and l ikewise  greater prospects of  a loss . The 
compos ition of a bank ' s  portfol io is based on the expectations of the 
portfolio manager .  I f  i t  is expected that interest  rates will  rise , 
then the bank should is sue liabil ities  with an average maturity 
exceeding its average asset maturity . I f  interes t  rates rise , interes t  
costs  will  rise more slowly than revenues because l iability rates are 
locked in , and the bank will earn a handsome profit  until  its cheap 
l iabilities mus t  be rolled over . But i f  interes t  rates ·  fall , contrary 
to expectation , asset returns would dec l ine more promptly than 
l iab i l i ty costs and the bank will  show poor earnings . 
Market rate changes due to deregulation can have two effects on 
a bank ' s  profit . The short- run effect  induced by the relative 
maturi ties of  the asset and l iabil i ty portfol ios ; and the long - run 
e ffec t  is permanent portfolio revis ions that can raise or lower 
profits . 
While the effects of deregulation on interest rates and 
profitab il ity at the microbank level are hard to predict ,  rates and 
profits  have been. more volatile s ince DIDMCA . This  impl ies greater 
risk for banks and depos itors . 
CHAPTER I I I  
Literature Review 
This chapter presents the resul ts of previous s tudies on 
interes t  rate risk management at commerc ial banks and also discusses  
the use of  tools  that have been developed to hedge against interes t  
rate risk . 
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Interest  rate variability has been a maj or  concern to financ ial 
institutions s ince the mid- 19 70s . The risk  of  returns to income and 
investment as sociated with the volati l ity of  interest  rates has been 
s tudied extensively . Most  empirical s tudies , Flannery ( 1981 , 198 3 ) , 
Graddy and Karna ( 1984 ) , Hanweck and Kilco l l in ( 1984) , and Mitchell  
( 19 8 5 )  concluded that banks are not s ignificantly exposed to  interest  
rate fluctuations - - especially the large banks . 
Though banks in the aggregate may not be  exposed to interest  
rate risk , banks �ocated in  certain environments may be facing greater 
r isk of  interest  rate volatility - - especially those  located in the o i l  
and agricultural producing regions . · Franc is  ( 19 7 8 )  concluded that 
"many of the differences between the average smal l - , medium- and large 
s ized banks resul t from the different environments in which they 
operate ins tead of explicitly different management policies " .  (p . 47 8 )  
Brewer and Lee ( 19 8 6 )  also note that a bank may b e  more sensit ive to 
certain kinds of risk depending on its part of the country . 
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This study focuses on the risk exposure faced by commercial 
banks in South Dakota given the predominant rural agricultural economy 
in which they operate . S ince mos t  studies report that banks in t�e 
aggregate are well  hedged against interest  rate r isk , the review. of  
l iterature presented will also focus on research methodology and models 
used in these studies .  But first , an explanation of the tools , " gap " 
and " duration gap " , used by banks to measure the extent of  interest  
rate r isk will  be presented . 
Gap management is a tool used by banks to insul'ate net income 
from interes t  rate risk . Mitchel l  ( 19 8 5 )  defined gap as rate sens itive 
ass e ts less rate sens itive l iab il ities  and explains that net interest  
income is fully insulated from interes t  rate r isk when gap i s  set  equal 
to zero . S imonson et  al . ( 19 8 2 ) s tated that gap management has been 
wide ly promoted as a tool that commercial  banks and s imilar 
ins t i tutions can use to improve the ir  performance . 
The bas ic gap model can be s tated as : Gap - RSA-RSL . Rate 
. sens it ive assets (RSA) and rate sens itive l iabilities  (RSL) are those 
that can undergo contractual changes in interest  rates during the 
gapping period . Toevs ( 1983 ) sugges ted that for a bank to implement 
gap management , it mus t supply four p ieces  of information : ( 1 )  the 
length of time ( gapping period) over which net interest  income is to be 
· managed - -usually one year is chosen for this  period ; ( 2 )  whether the 
bank will maintain the currently expected net interest  income for the 
gapp ing period or attempt to better it ; ( 3 )  an interest  rate forecas t 
for the gapping period ; and ( 4 )  the bank must decide on the dollar 
amounts of the rate sens itive assets and liab i l ities . 
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I f  a bank wishes to insulate net interest  income from changes 
in interest  rates , then it  can set  its  gap equal to zero . But if a 
b�nk intends to be more aggress ive and place net income at risk , then a 
mismatch between RSA and RSL is  required . The direction of this 
des ired mismatch depends on the intere s t  rate forecas t .  I f  rates are 
expected to rise , net interes t  income ( Ni l )  can be enhanced ( should the 
rate forecast come to pass ) by setting gap greater than zero . In this 
case , more assets than l iabilities shift into higher earning accounts 
during the gapping period . As a result , the Ni l realized exceeds the 
NI I that would have been earned had e ither rates not increased or gap 
been set  to zero . Likewise , if  interest rates are expected to decl ine 
an act ive gap pos ition will  require setting gap less  than zero . 
Duration Gap 
Duration gap is  a more complex tool . I t  is  defined as a 
.measure of the average l ife of a security and used in management to 
insulate net worth from unexpected interes t  rate movement . Net worth 
is the market value of assets minus the market value of liabil ities . 
This  can be immunized completely against unexpected interest  rate 
changes by choos ing a duration gap of  zero . A s imple duration model is 
· (Kaufman , 1984 ) : 
D -
where 
D =- Duration 
T 
� t*PVI\: 
t-1 
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t - �ength of time (number of  months , years , etc . ) to  the 
date of payment 
T longest  maturity 
PVF present value of  the payment ( F )  made at ( t ) , or F / ( l+i f 
[ summation from the first to the las t payment . 
The maj or difference between gap and duration gap is that gap 
management is used to insulate net income from interest' rate changes ,  
while  duration gap management is used to insulate net worth from 
unexpected changes in interest  rates . Duration gap analysis , though a 
more accurate and des irable method of  r isk management ( depending on a 
bank ' s  portfolio composition , s ize  and management goals ) ,  has costly 
data demands . Active duration gap management s trategy is analogous to 
that of gap management . I f  a bank expects interest  rates to rise , then 
-
duration gap should be negative ; i . e . , the average duration of the 
assets  should be shorter than that o f  the liab i lities . A bank pos ition 
in thi s  s ituation will cause the value of net worth to increase as 
intere s t  rates rise . In essence , i f  rates  are expected to decline , a 
bank would be better off if duration gap were pos itive , which makes it  
behave l ike a net asset . Then , bank value increases as  interest  rates 
·decl ine . 
Kaufman noted that most  banks do not wish to el iminate interest  
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rate risk altoge ther but prefer t o  manage i t . Gap and duration gap 
have been used as the bas is of models  developed by some researchers in 
evaluating the effects of interest rate changes on bank income and ne t 
worth , or to measure the degree o f  risk exposure . 
The general notion that commercial banks borrow short and lend 
long denotes that sharp market rate increases may resul t in bank 
failures . Flannery ( 19 8 1 )  developed a method for estimating average 
as set  and l iability maturities for a sample  of large money center 
banks . The maj or concern of the s tudy was how large and long lasting 
were the market rate effects on intermediary revenue and cost streams . 
Regress ion models were developed and tes ted to determine if 
market rate fluctuations have a s ignificant impact  on bank 
profitabil ity .  Results obtained indicate that large banks were 
effectively hedged against market rate risk by s tructuring asset  and 
l iability portfolios with s imilar average matur ities . 
Flannery ' s  study used a sample of  fifteen large banking 
organizations with average assets of  $ 3 5  b i l l ion at the end of 1 9 7 8 . 
Individual bank assets ranged from $ 2 . 5  b i l l ion to $94 . 9  billion . 
Annual accounting data on each bank were obtained from Compustat for 
the sample period 1959 - 7 8 . 
Because of the difficulty in calculating the duration of  assets 
and l iabil ities from the available accounting data , Flannery assumed 
that accounting revenues ( costs ) respond to changes in market 
· conditions with a lag that reflects the average maturity of the 
underlying as set ( l iability) portfo l io . 
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Based on this assump tion , a regress ion spec ification model was 
der ived which di fferentiates between the return on net new earning 
assets  (which should fully reflect current market rate s )  and the 
gradual re investment of previous ly allocated assets whose nominal 
returns reflect pas t market conditions . Regress ion spec ifications were 
derived for the gross operating income ( GOI ) , total operating expenses 
( TOE ) , and net current operating earnings ( NCOE) . These regress ion 
spe c ifications , according to Flannery , had two important 
characteristics : ( 1 )  the adj us tment speed (which reflects bank and 
customer optimiz ing behavior)  is  constant through time ; and ( 2 )  the 
spec ifications are l inear because some revenues and costs are 
insens itive to market rates . 
These specifications were e s t imated s imultaneously for each 
bank us ing Zellner ' s  seemingly unrelated method . This method was used 
because i t  generates covariances between -coefficient es timates in 
different equations , allowing more accurate comparisons of the revenue 
and cost adj ustments to market rate changes . _ 
Flannery ( 1983 ) employed s imilar models  and methodology to 
.evaluate the effect  of interes t  changes on the profitability of small 
commercial banks . Twelve banks were chosen at random from the national 
population for each of five asset s ize categories (based on year end 
1 9 7 8  as sets ) : less than $25  million , $ 2 5 - $49 . 9  mill ion , $ 50 - $ 9 9 . 9  
mill ion ,  $ 100 - $ 299 . 9  mi ll ion , and greater than $ 300 mill ion . Annual 
· data on each bank was obtained from the Federal Reports of Income and 
Condition for the samp le per iod 1960 - 78 . The empirical results 
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indicate that banks a s  a group are not exposed to substantial interest  
rate risk . Both studies sugges t  that banks ( small  and large ) were ab le 
to neutralize the effect of interes t  rate risk on bank profitability .  
The sample periods examined in these  s tudies were periods with 
relatively s table interest rates . 
Hanweck and Kilcollin ( 1984 )  examined the issue of interes t  
rate s ens i tivity of commercial bank profitab il ity during a period of 
ris ing interest rates ( 19 7 6 - 8 1 ) . This  s tudy was concerned with the 
assertion that the profitability of  banks that lend long and borrow 
short  i s  res tricted during periods of  r is ing rates . Results obtained 
indicate that small commerc ial banks as a group have ac'tually 
experienced increased profitabil ity both absolutely and relatively to 
large banks in periods of ris ing interest  rates ( s ince 1 9 76 ) . Hanweck 
and Kilcollin stated that the results from thei r  s tudy call into 
que s tion the usefulness  of maturi ty compos ition models as a predictor 
of  interes t  rate r isk , and also the concern for the pl ight of small  
banks during periods of high and ris ing interes t  rates . 
The methodology and model developed in the study by Hanweck and 
.Kilcol l in differs from the s tudies by Flannery ( 19 8 1 , 1983 ) . Ins tead of  
us ing a maturity compos ition model , Hanweck and Kilcollin derived a 
reduced form equation in which net intere s t  margin (NIM) , defined as 
interes t  income minus interest expense divided by earning assets , was a 
function of  current and pas t market interest  rates . Such a model was 
· employed because only the effect of exogenous interest  rate changes on 
current bank NIM was of direct concern in this  s tudy . The estimated 
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coeffic ients of a regress ion of NIM on  interes t  rate levels express  the 
net effect  of changing market interes t  rates on NIM . 
The data on three bank class s izes , ( less  than $ 100 mill ion , 
$ 100 million to $1  billion , and greater than $ 1  billion) , were ob tained 
from the Reports of Condition and Income filled by all  insured 
commercial banks on a quarterly bas is  for large banks ( those with 
assets greater than $ 300 mill ion) , and on a semiannual bas is for o ther 
banks from 1 9 7 6 - 8 1 .  
A s imilar s tudy was conducted by Graddy and Karna ( 1984 )  which 
examined the response of bank net interest  margin and sens itivity rat io 
to changes in the level and volatility of market intere·s t  rates for the 
period 1 97 5 - 80 .  They reported that there was a weak pos itive 
relationship between interes t  rates and net interes t  margins of large 
banks , but a stronger pos itive relationship for smaller banks . The ir 
findings were s imilar to those of Hanweck and Kilcollin ( 1984 ) . 
The model employed in the s tudy by Graddy and Karna was based 
on the interrelationship between asse t - l iabil ity structure (matur ity 
compos ition concept )  and net interes t  margin . This study focused on 98 
. s ample  banks in the Seventh Federal Reserve District  with asset s ize in 
the range of $ 26  million to over $ 1  b i llion .  These  banks were grouped 
into four categories : $ 2 5 - $50 mill ion , $ 50 - $ 100 million ,  $ 100 - $ 300 
mil l ion ,  and over $300 million .  Regress i on estimates were derived for 
each group us ing the two - s tage leas t squares ( 2SLS ) procedure . 
Despite the differences in the model and methodology adopted in 
the s tudy by Graddy and Karna , compared to the study by Hanweck and 
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Kilcollin , s imilar results were obtained . There are some important 
observations of the studies presented so far . The sample periods in 
the s tudies by Flannery were relatively s table periods (before the 
change in the financial market environment) ,  while the studies o£  
Graddy and Karna , · and Hanweck and Kilcoll in used some post 1979  data . 
The re was too l ittle to test  formally how the changed environment had 
affected the exposure of banks to interest rate risk . These studies 
focused on the risk of net interest  income loss due to fluctuations of 
interes t  rates . These  were some critic isms by Mitchell  ( 1985 ) of  these  
emp irical s tudies .  
Mitchell  proceeded to investigate "how well - - or· how poor - - "  
commercial banks adapted to the more volatile financial environment 
after deregulation . The maj or findings o f  this  s tudy were that : ( 1 ) 
all categories of  banks ( small , medium and large ) changed their port ­
fol io s trategies in  response to  the more volatile financial 
environment , but only large banks succeeded in reducing interest  rate 
risk ; and ( 2 )  interest  rate risk was present to different degrees at · 
all s ize  categories ,  but the total amount of  risk was probably small .  
Mitchell  developed the two -portfo l io two - component model based 
on asset - l iability maturity compos ition to estimate the exposure of ne t 
interes t  income and net worth to interes t  rate risk . In the two ­
component two - portfolio model , bank asset - liability management reduces 
to two types of dec is ions : ( 1 )  deci s ions about the distribution of 
·each portfolio  between the short - term and long - term components ;  and ( 2 )  
dec i s ions about the composition o f  the long - term components . 
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To test  empirically the exposure of banks to interes t  rate risk 
us ing this model , relationships between observed dec is ion variables and 
unobserved variables were as sumed . Est imation of  the model yields. 
e stimates of  the exposure of banks to both components of interest  rate 
r isk . 
Data was obtained from the Reports of  Income and Condition 
filed by banks in the Tenth Federal Reserve District for the period 
1 9 7 6 - 8 3 .  These  banks were grouped into three asset  size  categories : 
less  than $ 100 mill ion , $ 100 - $ 300 million , and greater than $ 300 
mil l ion . 
The results from this s tudy corroborated the findings of  other 
researchers ; i . e . , banks of all s izes  were not s ignificantly exposed to 
interest  r isk even when allowance was made for the changes in portfol io 
management in the more volatile financial market environment after the 
switch to the new Federal Reserve operating procedures and the 
acceleration of deregulation . 
Because of  the implications of  interest  rate volatility ,  some 
banks (mostly large banks ) partic ipate in the financial futures market 
.to hedge against interest rate risk . The rest  of  this chapter will  
present a discuss ion on the use of the futures  market .  The following 
ques tions wil l  be addressed : why use financial futures ,  how is  it  used 
and what are the advantages?  
The Use of Financial Futures  
Futures are temporary r isk management tools  to  as s ist  in  the 
res tructuring of a bank ' s portfolio . (Koppenhauer , 1984 )  When assets 
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and l iabilities can not b e  res tructured t o  achieve a zero duration gap 
or zero gap , or a des ired · risk pos i t ion , financial futures become a 
use ful tool . (Mitchell , 19 8 5 )  Therefore , the use of financial futures 
allows a bank to el iminate its exposure to interest  rate risk . This  i s  
done by  hedging in  the futures market .  In the futures market ,  a bank 
can hedge exposed asset and liabil ity pos i tions , in effect  transferring 
the risk of  commodity price changes to speculators who are will ing to 
take the risk . ( Brewer , 198 5 )  
A financial futures contract i s  an accord between two parties 
to trade cash for an interest  bearing financial instrument on a future 
date at a price determined when the accord was made . Mitchell  
explained that : 
financial futures  insulate a bank from interest rate 
changes by offsetting a potential los s ( gain) of net interest  income or 
net worth with a 2otential gain ( loss )  from futures  trading . By 
agree ing on a price in advance , both parties  to a financial futures 
contract wager a bet on interes t  rate movements between the agreement 
date and del ivery date . This gambling aspect of  futures markets al lows 
bankers to reduce interest rate risk . ( p . lO )  
To reduce this risk , a manager should apply a hedge which in 
the l imit reduces the interest  elas tici ty of the portfolio to zero . 
There are different methods and types  of  hedging . But generally , 
.hedging involves as suming a pos ition in the futures market that i s  
equal and opposite to  a current or  p lanned future pos ition in  the spot 
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or cash market .  See Belongia and S antoni ( 19 85 ) , and Brewer ( 19 8 5 )  on 
examples of how to hedge . 
The advantage of futures  market hedging , according to 
Koppenhauer , is  that "bas i s "  r isk i s  frequently less  than interest  rate 
risk , and this r isk substitution can be achieved at low transaction 
costs . Bas is  is the price or yield difference between a futures con­
tract and the cash instrument being hedged .  
Booth et al . ( 1984 )  noted that despi te the academic exci tement 
with futures and the argued advantages o f  us ing futures , financial 
institutions have been relatively s low to adopt futures  programs - ­
e specially smaller banks . This  is because the cos ts of  learning , 
obtaining information , and efficiently us ing these  tools  are too great 
for the benefits available to a number  of banks . 
Conclusion 
Empirical s tudies by various researchers indicate that banks as 
a group are not s ignificantly exposed to interest  rate risk before and 
after deregulation . This  suggests that management strategies and the 
.local environment in which a bank operates had played a s ignificant 
role in the bank failures of the 1980s . 
CHAPTER IV 
Analys is of Asset - Liab i lity Management I Compos ition 
of Banks by Ass e t  S ize  
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How well  did banks in South Dakota cope with changes in market 
interes t  rates from 1984 - 86 ?  This question can be addressed by 
evaluating the trend in market rates , as set - liabil ity management 
s trategy and asset - l iability compos it ion , and the income statements of 
banks during this  period . Banks were grouped into four s ize classes 
based on total assets reported for the s econd quarter 6f each year , 
from 1984  to 1 9 8 6 . The asset s ize  groups  were : less  than $ 10 mill ion , 
$ 10 - $ 2 5  mill ion , $ 25 - $50 million , and greater than $50  million . 
As stated in the latter part of  chapter three , asset - l iability 
management strategy adopted by a bank depends on the preference of  ·hank 
managers based on management policie s , personnel training , bank s ize , 
cost  of  information , and the implementation and e fficiency of strategy . 
An important function performed by an asset - liability manager is fore ­
cas t ing the movement of interes t  rates . Forecas ting is important in 
order to sucessfully minimize the risk from unexpected changes in 
market interes t  rates . The forecast of interest  rate movements i s  
based on  expectations of future economic activity . 
Interest  Rate Trend : 1 9 84 - 8 6 
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This section analyzes the movement and volatility of market 
interest  rates from January 1984 to December 1 9 8 6 . The market rates 
observed are : federal funds rate , U . S .  Treasury bills  ( 3 -month , 6 -
month , and 1 -year) , and U . S .  Treasury notes and bonds ( 2 - year , 3 � year , 
5 -year , and 7 - year ) . These rates represent nominal risk free market 
rates  at any time . Treasury securities represent no risk of  default or 
i l l iquidity because of the government ' s  abi l i ty to e i ther tax or create 
money to meet  maturity debt obligations and the existence of a large 
active secondary market in government s ecurities . The federal funds 
market ,  while it does not represent risk free government debt , is  an 
overnight interbank loan market which is  virtually risk free and is the 
bes t  approximation to a risk free rate on instantly repriceable debt . 
Weekly data of  each quarter from 1984  to 1 986  for the market rates were 
obtained from the Federal Reserve bulletin .  
Table 4 . 1  shows the averages o f  these  rates by quarter from 
1 9 84 to 1986 . Generally , rates increased from the first quarter of 
1984  through the third quarter of the same year . After the third , 
quarter rates continued to decl ine s teadily each quarter throughout the 
remaining periods . This observation is  i l lustrated in figures 4 . 1  and 
4 . 2  which show the trend of each market rate during the 1984 to 1986  
period . The general decl ine of rates was presumably to be the result 
o f  increased competition due to deregulation , pol ic ies  adopted by the 
Federal Reserve caus ing a decl ine in inflation expectations and the 
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Table  4 . 1  Averages of  Interes t  Rates by Quarter , 
Year 
1984  
1 9 8 5  
1 9 8 6  
1984 
1 9 8 5  
1 9 8 6  
1984 
198 5 
1 986  
1 984  
1 985  
1 986  
January 1984 to  December 1 9 86  
Federal Funds 
9 . 6 9 
8 . 47 
7 . 92 
10 . 5 3 
7 . 96 
6 . 94 
1 1 . 3 8 
7 . 89 
6 . 2 6 
9 . 38 
8 . 05 
6 . 03 
U . S .  Treasury bills  
3m 
9 . 17 
8 . 16 
6 . 9 1 
9 . 80 
7 . 48 
6 . 14 
10 . 32 
7 . 10 
5 . 54 
8 . 91 
7 . 17 
5 . 34 
6m lyr 
Quarter 1 
9 . 2 9 9 . 3 2 
8 . 42 8 . 64 
6 . 96 6 . 9 8 
Quarter 2. 
10 . 2 2 10 . 49 
7 . 6 8 7 . 87 
6 . 18 6 . 21 
Quarter 1 
10 . 54 10 . 7 2 
7 . 26 7 . 43 
5 . 60 5 . 67 
Quarter � 
9 . 02 9 . 2 1 
7 . 26 7 . 3 2 
5 . 40 5 . 47 
U . S .  Treasury � �  bonds 
.m: 3yr Syr . 7yr 
10 . 9 2 1 1 . 1 9 1 1 . 6 5 1 1 . 8 6 
10 . 26 10 . 6 7 1 1 . 19 11 . 50 
7 . 80 7 . 9 7 8 . 20 8 . 4 7 
1 2 . 3 7 1 2 . 65 13 . 02 13 . 16 
9 . 41 9 . 78 '  10 . 3 3 10 . 7 3 
6 . 9 8 7 . 18 7 . 40 7 . 5 2 
1 2 . 5 2 1 2 . 6 5 12 . 8 5 12 . 9 2 
8 . 8 9 9 . 2 8 9 . 7 7 10 � 1 9 
6 . 46 6 . 6 7 6 . 9 3 7 . 1 7 
10 . 85 11 . 14 1 1 . 5 1 1 7 . 7 2 
8 . 55 8 . 87 9 . 26 9 . 6 5 
6 . 2 8 6 . 49 6 . 7 6 7 . 11 
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inflation premium that was earl ier incorporated in market rates , and 
increased purchases of U . S .  securities by foreign investors . The 
dec l ine is also attributed to general act ivities in the economy and low 
demand of inves tment funds by the private sector . 
The volatil ity of market rates during thi s  period is gauged by 
the s tandard deviation of these rates . Table 4 . 2  presents the s tandard 
deviation and the minimum and maximum values of these rates for each 
quarter · from 1984- 86 . Figures 4 . 3  and 4 . 4  i l lustrates the volatility 
of  market rates during the 1984 to 1 9 8 6  period . Rates were more 
volatile in 1984 , espec ially in the fourth quarter . Short term rates 
were less  volatile after the fourth quarter o f  1984 . The minimum and 
maximum values of rates in Table 4 . 2  serve as indicators of  why the 
volatil ity of  rates are relatively low o r  high in any quarter . The 
greater the spread between the minimum and maximum values of rates in 
any quarter ,  the higher the volati l i ty o f - rates in that quarter , and 
vice versa . 
Results from Tables 4 . 1  and 4 . 2 , and Figures 4 . 1 ,  4 . 2 ,  4 . 3 ,  and 
4 . 4  show that market rates generally decl ined during this period , and 
that rates were relatively less volatile after the fourth quarter of 
1 9 84 . The expectations of  as set - l iab i l i ty managers of  the movements of 
market rates will determine asset - l iabil ity management s trategy , which 
will  affect the composition of assets  and l iab i l ities . The concept of  
the expectations hypothesis  can be  used to  explain the term structure 
� f interest  rates . 
Tab l e  4 . 2  Standard Dev i a t i on ,  and the Minimum and Maximum 
Values of I n t e re s t  Rates by Quar te r ,  1 984 - 86 
Federal Funds Ra te 
Ye a r  fu! M i n  Max fu! 
� Treasury � 
1 month 
M i n  Hax fu! 
.§. month 
Hin � fu! 
! ll!!I 
H i n  Hax fu! 
Qua r t e r  ! 
J.l...L Treasury No t es � Bonds 
l nH  � 5yea r  
run � fu! Hin tin fu1 !lin Hax 
1 984 0 . 2 1 9 . 40 10 . 06 0 . 30 8 . 88  9 . 76 0 . 32 8 . 9 5 9 . 88  0 . 3 1 9 . 00 9 . 90 0 . 34 10 . 56 1 1 . 54 0 . 3 3 10 . 86 1 1 . 80 0 . 32 1 1 . 2 9 1 2 . 20 0 . 32 1 1 . 50 1 2 . 40 
1 98 5 0 . 1 8  8 . 19 8 . 7 5 0 . 3 5 7 . 65 8 . 69 0 . 40 7 . 9 1 8 . 9 7 0 . 3 3 8 . 2 2 9 . 1 5 0 . 37 9 . 79 10 . 81 0 . 3 1 10 : 2 5  1 1 . 1 3 0 . 30 1 0 . 70 1 L . 60 0 . 30 1 1 . 02 1 1 . 90 
1 9 8 6  0 . 5 5 7 . 2 5 9 . 5 5 0 . 26 6 . 39 7 . 1 7 0 . 28 6 . 42 7 . 26 0 . 2 8 6 . 46 7 . 32 0 . 42 7 . 10 8 . 2 7 0 . 4 9 7 . 1 9 8 . 5 7 0 . 54 7 . 36 8 . 86 0 . 60 7 . 52 9 . 1 8 
Quar t e r  Z 
1 984 0 . 48 9 . 7 5 1 1 . 49 0 . 10 9 . 64 9 . 9 7 0 . 3 1 9 . 79 1 0 . 56 0 . 4 5 9 . 82 1 1 . 09 0 . 5 7 1 1 . 55 1 3 . 1 5 0 . 56 1 1 . 84 1 3 . 46 0 . 53 1 2 . 24 1 3 . 7 2 0 . 50 1 2 . 4 1 1 3 . 8 2 
1 9 8 5 0 . 46 7 . 1 3 8 . 68 0 . 46 6 . 8 1  8 . 1 7 0 . 5 3 6 . 9 7  8 . 58 0 . 54 7 . 14 8 . 7 9 0 . 64 8 . 55 10 . 49 0 . 66 8 . 90 10 . 84 0 . 6 5 9 . 4 5  1 1 . 3 3 0 . 59 9 . 9 3  1 1 . 64 
1 9 86 0 . 1 5 6 . 82 7 . 39 0 . 1 5 5 . 84 6 . 4 8  0 . 16 5 . 8 7 6 . 48 0 . 1 8 5 . 8 5 6 . 55 0 . 29 6 . 47 7 . 4 9  0 . 3 2 6 . 59 7 . 74 0 . 36 6 . 80 8 . 02 0 . 36 6 . 92  8 . 1 6  
Quar te r  1 
1 984 0 . 3 1 1 0 . 7 3 1 1 . 7 7 0 . 2 1  9 . 92 10 . 6 5 0 . 1 2 1 0 . 34 1 0 . 75 0 . 20 10 . 3 7 1 1 . 0 1 0 . 3 3 1 2 . 04 1 3 . 1 2 0 . 3 7 1 2 . 19 1 3 . 38 0 . 38 1 2 . 34 1 3 . 6 7 0 . 39 1 2 . 4 2 1 3 . 7 7 
1 98 5  0 . 1 3 7 . 64 8 . 07 0 . 1 2 6 . 89 7 . 28 0 . 16 6 . 98 7 . 44 0 . 1 5 7 . 1 3 7 . 62 0 . 1 7 8 . 58 9 . 11 0 . 19 8 . 96 9 . 51 0 . 1 7 9 . 50 1 0 . 0 1  0 . 1 6 9 . 9 7 1 0 . 4 5  
1 9 8 6  0 . 40 5 . 8 1 7 . 02 0 . 29 5 . 1 8 5 . 9 7  0 . 2 5 5 . 26 5 . 93 0 . 2 3 5 . 3 5 5 . 98 0 . 2 3 6 . 05 6 . 78 0 . 2 3 6 . 2 5 6 . 99 0 . 20 6 . 5 5  7 . 2 1 0 . 1 8 6 . 8 1 7 . 38 
Qua r t e r  !!_ 
1 984 0 . 90 7 . 9 5 11 . 20 0 . 82 7 . 6 7 10 . 19 0 . 7 5 8 . 03 10 . 30 0 . 64 8 . 3 7 10 . 3 5 0 . 68 9 . 94 1 2 . 0 3  0 . 6 3 1 0 . 3 2  1 2 . 26 0 . 50 1 0 . 90 1 2 . 46 0 . 4 1 1 1 . 3 1 1 2 . 56 
1 9 8 5  0 . 20 7 . 7 1 8 . 49 0 . 09 7 . 01 7 . 29 0 . 1 1 7 . 06 7 . 38 0 . 14 7 . 07 7 . 49 0 . 3 3  8 . 00 8 . 96 0 . 39 8 . 2 3 9 . 35 0 . 43 8 . 54 9 . 82 0 . 4 5 8 . 9 1 10 . 26 
1 986  0 . 1 8  5 . 7 5 6 . 3 1 0 . 1 6 5 . 05 5 . 5 7 0 . 14 5 . 10 5 . 60 0 . 08 5 . 2 7 5 . 59 0 . 07 6 . 14 6 . 3 7 0 . 10 6 . 3 7 6 . 66 0 . 1 1 6 . 6 1 6 . 93 0 . 1 5 6 . 9 3  7 . 3 5 
� � 
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The Term Struc ture of Intere s t  Rates : 1984 - 8 6 
52 
The term structure of rates describes the relationship between 
the relative yields on financ ial c laims with differing maturit ies  and 
s imilar ri sks . The market rates used in this  s tudy represent the 
claims on financial instruments of different maturity periods (months ) 
with s imi lar risks . 
There are three frequent patterns o f  term struc ture or yield 
curves : flat , descending , and ascending curves . The flat curve 
indicates that short term and long term rates are approximately equal . 
Short term rates are rates on short - term ins truments and long term 
rates are rates on long - term ins truments . A descending curve impl ies 
short  term rates are s ignificantly above long term rates . An ascending 
curve s igni fies short - term rates are below long - term rates . 
Figure 4 . 5  illus trates the yield curves of  market interest  
rates during the 1984 to  1986  period . All yield curves were ascending 
curve s , implying short term rates ( represented by U . S .  Treasury bills )  
were lower than long term rates ( represented by  U . S .  Treasury notes and 
bonds ) .  The yield curves for each quarter from 1984 - 8 6 were derived by 
plotting the regress ion estimates o f  the s emilog function : 
where 
r - a + Sln m 
r - interest rates 
ln m natural logari thm of  maturi ty 
a , S intercept and s lope , respectively . 
Regress ion estimates of  the function are reported in Table 4 . 3 .  
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The function produced estimates that fit the data well , exhibiting high 
adj us ted R2 ' s .  The parameter estimates are all highly s ignificant and 
have the expected magnitudes and s igns . a and S represent the 
est imated risk free rate and s lope of the semilog function 
respectively . 
The expectations hypothes is can be used to explain the shift 
and s lope of the yield curves . The s lope of  the yield curve is  derived 
by differentiating the semilog function with respect to maturity : 
r - a + 6 ln m 
The s lope of  the yield curve , s/m , gives the shape of the yi.e ld 
curve . At shorter maturities , the yield curve will  be s teeper and as 
maturity increases , the yield curve wil l  be less  s teep . 
The Expectations Hypothesis  
This  hypothesis states that  the shape of  the yield curve de -
pends on the expe�tations of future levels of  interest  rates by market 
partic ipants . The shape of the yield curve i s  a function of its s lope ; 
therefore expectations and the s lope of  the yield curve are related . 
�he s lope of  the yield curve reflects  market participants ' expectations 
o f  future rates . If  the s lope of the yield curve is  steeper compared 
to the slope of  the curve in the preceeding period , then rates were 
_ expected to rise , and vice -versa . I f  there was no change in s lope , 
then rates were not expected to change . 
5 5  
Us ing the above criteria , and examining the yield curves in 
Figure 4 . 5  with the given S in Table 4 . 3 ,  expectations in relation to 
changes in the s lope of the curves can be determined . If  asset ­
l iab i l ity managers expect rates to increase , ceteris paribus , more 
funds will  be invested in short - term assets  to maximize returns ; if  
rates are expected to fall , more funds will  be invested in long - term 
assets  in order to also maximize returns . On the liability s ide , if 
rates are expected to increase , more long - term liabil ities should be 
held to minimize  cost ; and if  rates are expected to fall , more short ­
term liabil ities should be held l ikewise to minimize cos t .  Forecas t ing 
is primarily done in order  to reduce the risks of adverse changes in 
returns during any period due to changes in interest  rates . 
What was the asset - l iability management s trategy and the 
compos ition of assets and l iabil ities of banks in South Dakota from 
1984 - 8 6 ?  D o  changes i n  management s trategy based on short - term and 
long - term asset - liability compos ition reflect expectations of future 
interest  rates ?  
The data available on  banks are the repriceable as sets and 
. l iab ilities , and income s tatement for the second quarter of each year 
from 1984 to 1986 . Rates increased in 1 9 84 (until the third quarter ) , 
and decl ined in the remaining periods . Did banks forecast such rate 
changes and were the ir portfolios adj us ted accordingly? 
Table  4 . 3 Regress ion Results 
a. 
8 
- z  P. 
Mean of  
the dep . 
var . 
a. 
8 
_2 
R 
Mean of  
the dep . 
var . 
a. 
s 
2 
R 
Mean of 
the dep . 
var . 
Quarter 1 
7 .  7 5 6  a 
( 5 7 . 420 ) 
0 .  9 2 5 a 
( 2 1 . 6 5 2 ) 
. 8 3 8  
10 . 48 7  
6 .  5 5 0  a 
( 49 . 16 2 ) 
a 
1 . 1 1 1  
( 2 6 . 3 7 0 )  
. 8 8 5  
9 . 8 3 2  
6 . 1 10 a 
(45 . 5 7 2 ) 
0 .  508 a 
( 1 1 . 9 9 3 ) 
. 6 13  
7 . 610  
1 9 84 
Quarter l 
8 .  2 9 8  a 
( 50 . 445 ) 
1 . 143  a 
( 2 1 . 9 7 1 )  
. 842  
11 . 6 7 3  
1 9 8 5  
5 .  8 8 4  a 
( 30 . 8 3 2 )  
1 .  0 69  
a 
( 1 7 . 7 0 7 ) 
. 7 7 6  
9 . 040 
1 986  
5 . 403  a 
( 5 7 . 911 ) 
0 . 474 a 
( 16 . 070 ) 
. 740 
6 . 800 
Note : t - ratios in parenthesis 
Quarter J 
9 .  060  a 
( 65 . 8 7 5 )  
0 . 9 24 a _ 
( 2 1 . 244 ) 
. 8 3 3  
1 1 . 7 8 8  
5 .  5 6 5  a 
( 54 . 348 )  
1 .  0 13  a 
( 3 1 . 29 1 )  
. 9 1 5  
8 . 5 58  
4 .  7 14 a 
( 5 5 . 7 94 )  
0 .  5 34  a 
( 1 9 . 9 7 6 )  
. 8 1 5  
6 . 2 90 
a= s ignificant at 1% level ( two - tail  tes t )  
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Quarter � 
7 . 460 a 
( 3 5 . 89 2 )  
a ·. 9 74 a 
( 14 . 8 13 ) 
. 7 08 
10 . 3 3 6  
5 .  8 94  a 
(48 . 602 ) 
0 .  813  a 
( 2 1 . 204 )  
. 8 3 2  
8 . 2 96 
4 . 451  a _ 
( 6 8 . 470 ) 
0 .  565  a 
( 2 7 . 47 8 )  
. 8 9 3  
6 . 120  
Asset -Liab ility Management S trategy: 1984 - 86 
The specific portfol io of  as sets to be examined are debt 
securities because they reflect asset  management strategy . The port ­
fol io of  liabili ties to  be  examined are other time deposits and 
nondepos it  interest  bearing liabil ities  comb ined . These  assets and 
liab il i t ies are divided into short - term and long � term · components 
according to maturity .  The short - term component are those  maturing 
within one year ; and the long- term components are those with maturity 
greater than one year . ( S ee appendix for clas s i fication) . 
5 7  
These  components o f  assets and l iabil ities  are reported in 
Table  4 . 4  by bank s ize  for the second quarter of each year from 1984. to 
1 9 8 6 . Examining the pattern of short - term and long - term debt 
s ecurities might give an indication of  asset  management strategy . 
Whether this  reflects expectations is  not known . An observation is 
that each year , banks of all s izes cons istently held a larger share of 
earning assets  in long - term debt securitie s . 
Banks with less than $ 10 mill ion in as sets increased short - term 
debts from 1984 to 1986 ; the ir long - term debts decl ined in 1984 - 8 5 , and 
increased in 1985 - 86 . Banks with assets between $10 and $25  million 
reduced short - term debts in 1984 - 85 , and increased it by a small margin 
in 1 985 - 86 . The ir long - term debts dec l ined in 1 9 84 - 85 , and was in ­
creased in 1 9 8 5 - 86 . Banks with assets be tween $ 2 5  and $50 mill ion 
. reduced the ir short - term debts from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 . The ir long - term 
debt� was also reduced in 1984 - 8 6 , and was increased in 1985 - 8 6 . Banks 
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Table 4 . 4  
Debt Securities (as a Percentage of  Earning Assets ) by Bank S ize , 
for the Second Quarter of each Year , 1 9 8 4 - 1 9 8 6  
Bank S iz e  
Year A<SlOrnill ion $10<A>$25rnill ion $2 5<A>$50mil l ion A>$50million 
ST LT ST LT ST  LT ST LT 
1984  14 . 1 1 20 . 8 5 14 . 7 9 27 . 48 1 1 . 9 7 2 7 . 2 3 1 2 . 40 2 5 . 5 7 
1 9 8 5  14 . 69 18 . 6 1 1 3 . 21 26 . 99 1 0 . 56 2 3 . 26 1 3 . 80 24 . 3 3 
1 9 8 6  1 5 . 9 3 24 . 16 1 3 . 43 2 7 . 2 5 9 . 16 2 6 . 2 3 1 2 . 7 2 31 . 8 6 
Other Time and Nondeposit  Interes t - Bearing Liab i l ities  
( as a Percentage of  Earning Assets ) 
1984 88 . 7 5 1 3 . 5 1 66 . 03 8 . 84 7 1 . 98 1 1 . 7 5 61 . 8 8 12 . 9 3 
1 9 8 5  6 5 . 43 18 . 3 3 64 . 84 10 . 42 6 5 . 01 1 5 . 3 1 6 7 . 2 9 14 . 11 
1 986  7 5 . 2 8 14 . 12 68 . 11 11 . 7 8 6 8 . 10 1 3 . 5 5 7 5 . 9 6 1 3 . 7 8 
Note ST - Short - term 
LT - Long - term 
with assets greater than $50 mill io_n increased the ir short- term debts 
in 1984 - 8 5 , and reduced it  in 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 . The ir long - term debts was 
reduced in 1984 - 8 5 , and increased in 1 9 85 - 86 . The pattern of  
compos ition from 1984 to  1986  indicates that banks of different as set  
s ize  had different as set management s trategies . 
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The pattern of compos ition of  l iab i lities  also differed PY bank 
s ize , except for banks with less than $ 10 mill ion in assets and those 
with assets between $25 and $50 mil l ion .  An observation is that banks 
of  all s izes during this period held  a larger  share of earning assets 
in short - term l iab il it ies . 
Banks with assets less than $ 10 mill ion reduced· short - term 
l iabilities in 1 9 84 - 8 5 , and increased i t  in 1 9 85 - 86 . Their long - term 
l iabi l ities increased in 1984 - 85 , and decl ined in 1985 - 86 .  This was 
also  the pattern of  the composition of  l iab i l i ties  for banks with 
as sets between $25  and $50  mill ion . Banks with assets between $ 10 and 
$ 2 5  mill ion reduced short- term l iab i l ities  in 1984 - 8 5 , and increased it  
in 1 9 8 5 - 86 . The ir long- term liab i l ities  increased in the entire period 
of  1 9 84 to 1986 . Banks with assets greater than $50  mill ion increased 
.short - term l iabilities from 1984 to 1 986 . The ir  long - term l iabil ities  
increased in 1984 - 8 5 , and was reduced in 1 9 8 5 - 86 . 
Results from Table 4 . 4  shows that the asset - l iability 
management strategy of banks by s ize  were different during 1984  to 1986  
b y  focus ing on  the pattern of the compos i t ion of  the short - term .and 
long - term assets and l iabil ities . 
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Asset -Liability Compo s i tion : 1 984 - 8 6 
Because asset - l iability management s trategies differ , the 
compos ition of as sets and liabil ities  by maturity category may also be 
different by bank s ize . This can be tested us ing the Duncan multiple  
range tes t .  The test  compares averages and reports whether or not they 
are s ignificantly different . 
Results of this test us ing a 10% level of  s ignificance are 
presented in Tables 4 . 5 ,  and 4 . 6 .  The average of  each s ize group by 
maturity category in each year are compared and tested for s ignificant 
differences in the following way : the large s t  minus the smallest , the 
large s t  minus the second smallest , up to the largest  minus the second 
largest ; then the second largest  minus the smallest ,  the second largest  
minus the second smalles t ,  and so on , finishing with the second 
smallest  minus the smallest . ( Duncan , 1 9 5 5 ) For example , the order of  
test ing if  the average loans and lease f inanc ing receivables . maturing 
in 1 - day in 1984 for each s ize group are s ignificantly different is : 
1 3 . 3 3 - 8 . 39 ,  1 3 . 3 � - 8 . 54 ,  13 . 3 3 - 10 . 43 ,  10 . 43 - 8 . 3 9 ,  10 . 43 - 8 . 54 ,  and 
finally 8 . 54 - 8 . 39 .  
Before comparing each average and tes t ing for s ignificant 
differences , the shortest s ignificant range of each average is first 
computed . These are obtained by multiplying the s ignificant 
studentized range of each average by its s tandard error . 
Two averages are s ignificantly different if the difference 
between the two exceeds the corresponding shortest  s ignificant range . 
Tab l e  4 . 5  Ave rage Compo s i t i on o f  Rep r ic e able As s e t s  
( a s a Pe rcentage o f  Earning A s se t s ) b y  
Bank S i z e  and Matur i ty C a t e go r ie s  f o r  the 
Sec ond Qua r t e r  o f  e ach Ye a r , 1 9 84 - 8 6 
A<$ 10mi 1 1  ion $ 10<A>$ 2 5m i l l i o n  $ 2 5<A> 5 0m i l l i o n  A>$50m i. l l i o n  
M a tur i ty 
C a t e go ry 1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4 1 9 8 5  1 9 86 
811 � an2 � Financin& Receivables 
l day 1 3 . 3 3 1 9 . 1 5  7 . 0 5 , 10 . 4 3 1 1 . 6 9 1 1 . 3 9 8 . 54 7 . 9 5 1 1 . 7 1 8 . 3 9 1 0 . 3 6 9 . 1 0 
3m 1 9 . 0 8 1 5 . 43 16 . 34 1 2 . 9 6 1 3 . 1 8 1 1 . 4 9 2 1 . 48 2 0 . 9 1 1 3 . 1 1  1 1 . 6 3 1 1 . 06 14 . 7 6 
< 3 m  14 . 50 1 2 . 50 1 0 . 49 14 . 9 8 1 2 . 7 2  1 1 . 1 3  1 2 . 09 1 2 . 4 5  9 . 00 9 . 09 8 . 44 9 . 2 8 
6 - 1 2 m  
1 - 5yr  
>5y r  
Total 
lday 
2 . 30 2 . 1 8 2 . 3 7 6 . 9 7 4 . 98 6 . 06 3 . 74 3 . 6 8 3 . 70 6 . 00 5 . 86 5 . 2 0 
4 . 6 1 4 . 1 6 4 . 42 6 . 30 6 . 43 6 . 14 5 . 6 1 6 . 59 6 . 2 0 1 1 . 3 1 1 1 . 4 7
.
10 . 4 1* 
0 . 86 0 . 5 8 3 . 1 8 3 . 43 2 . 7 7 4 . 1 0 
* * •• ** 
5 . 8 7 6 . 06 8 . 0 5  1 1 . 54 9 . 0 7 4 . 9 3 
54 . 70 54 . 03 4 3 . 8 7 5 5 . 08 5 1 . 6 8 5 0 . 34 5 7 . 3 5 5 7 . 6 6 5 1 . 8 1 5 7 . 9 9 56 . 2 7 5 3 . 70 
� Securities 
* 
0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 5 6 0 . 1 9 0 . 0 7 0 . 00 0 . 14 0 . 00 0 . 2 1 0 . 00 1 . 34 1 . 9 3 
<3m 6 . 2 7
* 
5 . 1 1 6 . 24
* 
3 . 09 3 . 46 2 . 5 3 2 . 1 1 4 . 0 1 1 . 74 3 . 60 3 . 7 3 3 . 07 
• 
3 - 6m 4 . 0 3 3 . 09 2 . 2 7 3 . 9 3 4 . 0 1 5 . 3 1 2 . 96 2 . 5 9 1 . 9 7 3 . 6 1 3 . 5 1 2 . 43 
6 - 1 2m 3 . 80 6 . 47 6 . 8 5  8 . 1 1 5 . 6 7 5 . 58 6 . 74 3 . 9 5  5 . 2 3 5 . 19 5 . 20 5 . 2 8  
l - 5yr 20 . 34 1 7 . 90 2 3 . 09 2 1 . 74 2 0 . 8 5  1 9 . 8 8 2 1 . 3 8 1 7 . 8 8 2 1 . 2 1 1 9 . 14 20 . 8 5 2 1 . 1 9 
* * ** 
>5y r 0 . 5 1 0 . 70 1 . 0 7 5 . 74 6 . 1 3 7 . 36 5 . 8 5 5 . 3 8 5 . 0 2 6 . 4 2  6 . 1 3 10 . 6 7 
T o t a l  34 . 9 7 3 3 . 3 3 40 . 09 4 2 . 40 40 . 2 1 40 . 68 3 9 . 20 3 3 . 8 3  3 5 . 40 3 7 . 9 7 3 8 . 14 44 . 59 
� Interest-Bearin& � 
lday 1 1 . 1 8
* 
8 . 5 1
*
1 1 . 1 8
* 
2 . 54 4 . 50 
* *  
6 . 67 2 . 66 4 . 34 4 . 1 2 1 .  5 8  2 . 9 3 2 . 5 6 
<3m 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 3 5 0 . 6 1 0 . 5 5 0 . 38 0 . 4 1  1 .  72 0 . 80 0 . 2 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 44 
* 
3 - 6m 0 . 00 0 . 5 ) 0 . 2 7 0 . 09 0 . 2 7 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 3 0 . 2 7 0 . 3 3 0 . 7 2 0 . 40 0 . 2 4 
6 - 1 2m 
1 - 5yr 
0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 2 3 0 . 28 0 . 7 9 0 . 06 0 . 5 4 0 . 42 0 . 0 1 0 . 3 2 0 . 3 4 
0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 34 0 . 2 5 0 . 78 0 . 2 6 0 . 56 0 . 3 8 1 .  5 8  
. * 
0 . 8 7 0 . 72 0 . 6 3  
* 
>5yr 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 0 3 0 . 00 0 . 08 0 . 00 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 
Total u . t a
* 
9 . 06 1 2 . 1 5
* 
3 . 7 4 6 . 40 s . 34 3 . 9 9 7 . 2 8 7 . 3 6 3 . 4 1  4 . 5 2 4 . 2 5 
Note : The ave rage of each s i ze group were compared by year us ing the 
Duncan mul t ip le range tes t ,  at 10\ leve l of s igni f icance . 
An ave rage with an aster isk indicates that i t  is s i gni fi c an t l y  
d i f ferent from o ther averages i n  that matur i ty cat e go ry a c r o s s  
b a n k  groups fo r tha t year . 
Ave rage s o f  the same ma tur i ty c a t e gory and year w i th an e q u a l  
number o f  a s te r i sks or n o  a s t e r i s k s  imp l i e s  those ave rages are 
no t s i gn i f i c ant l y  d i f ferent . 
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Tab le 4 . 6  Ave rage Compo s i t i on o f  Re p r i c e ab l e  L i ab i l i t ie s  
( a s a P e r c e ntage o f  Earn ing As se ts ) b y  Bank S ize 
and Matur i ty Ca te go ry for the Second Quarter o f  
e ach Year , 1984 - 8 6 
A<$ 10m i l l ion $ 1 0<A>$ 2 5m i l l i o n  $ 2 5<A> $ 5 0m i 1 l i on A>$ 50m i l 1on 
Matur i ty 
c a t e g o ry 1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1984 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
� C e rtificate 2f Deposits 
1 day 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 1 1 0 . 06 0 . 6 6 . 0 . 09 0 . 00 0 . 00 
<3m 0 . 90 1 . 5 8 1 . 68 3 . 8 9
11 
4 . 4 9 3 . 9 1 2 . 90 2 . 7 1 3 . 0 3 3 . 54 4 . 19 3 . 3 2 
3 - 6 m 
6 - 1 2m 
1 - 5y r  
* 
2 . 0 7  2 . 0 7 1 . 5 7 3 . 9 2 3 . 1 5 3 . 2 1 1 . 70 1 . 9 7 1 . 6 3 1 . 5 5 1 . 46 1 . 5 6 
0 . 00 0 . 7 5 0 . 2 7 0 . 09 0 . 80 
* 
1 . 1 7 0 . 5 1 0 . 9 0 0 . 9 3 
II 
1 . 0 1  0 . 88 0 . 94 
0 . 42 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 2 8 0 . 5 9 0 . 60 0 . 16 0 . 3 2 0 . 27 0 . 3 3 0 . 6 6 0 . 3 3 
* * 
>5yr 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 02 
Total 3 . 40 4 . 42 
* 
* * 
3 . 5 3 9 . 00 9 . 0 5 8 . 90 5 . 4 7  
ill Qtlw: I.iu oeposits 
5 . 9 8 6 . 5 3 6 . 5 3 7 . 24 6 . 1 9 
lday 4 1 . 94 2 5 . 2 8 3 5 . 29 2 5 . 7 2  2 8 . 0 7 34 . 45 2 8 . 9 3 2 6 . 37 30 . 3 3 2 1 . 84 3 1 . 5 5  39 . 18 
<3m 1 8 . 50 20 . 14
"'
1 7 . 24 1 5 . 7 5 16 . 99 14 . 1 1 1 7 . 3 2 1 7 . 00 1 3 . 6 2 1 5 . 50 1 5 . 8 7 1 5 . 4 5 
II II 
3 - 6m 1 8 . 2 7 1 5 . 56 1 5 . 2 1 1 5 . 14 1 3 . 39 1 2 . 48 14 . 7 1 1 3 . 90 14 . 9 7  14 . 48 1 2 . 04 1 2 . 9 5 
6 - 1 2m 10 . 02 4 . 44 7 . 5 2 8 . 7 6 5 . 6 3 6 . 5 1 9 . 5 9 5 . 90 8 . 0 3  7 . 94 6 . 20 7 . 07 
II II -lc1t 
l - 5 y r  1 3 . 5 1 1 8 . 3 3 14 . 1 2 8 . 7 6 10 . 40 1 1 . 6 7 1 1 . 6 2 1 5 . 2 1 1 3 . 45 1 2 . 2 3 1 3 . 74 1 3 . 3 1 
* 
>5yr 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 08 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 04 0 . 02 0 . 02 0 . 04 0 . 3 2 0 . 0 1 
II 
Total 102 . 2 5 8 3 . 7 6 8 9 . 40 74 . 2 3 74 . 5 2 7 9 . 2 3 8 2 . 2 5  7 8 . 1 2 8 0 . 47 7 2 . 0 5 7 9 . 46 8 7 . 94 
Nondeposit Interest-Bearing Liabilities 
lday 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 1 3 0 . 3 1 0 . 05 0 . 87 0 . 0 1 0 . 56 0 . 6 7 0 . 7 1 0 . 48 
<3m 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 5 1 0 . 44 0 . 49 0 . 34 1 . 7 9 0 . 5 2 1 . 2 3 0 . 60 0 . 80 
II 
3 - 6m 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 2 0 . 04 0 . 1 8 0 . 2 8 0 . 00 
6 - 1 2 m  
1 - 5y r  
>Syr 
Total 
II 
0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 04 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 03 0 . 00 
0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
• 
0 . 5 6 0 . 00 0 . 2 2 
0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 08 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 . 0 9 0 . 3 2
11 
0 . 2 3
* 
0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 64 0 . 7 5 0 . 54 1 . 4 8  1 . 89 1 . 19 2 . 7 3 1 . 94 1 . 7 3 
Note The average of each size group were compared by year us ing the 
Duncan mul t iple range tes t ,  at 10\ leve l of s ign i ficance . 
An average with an aster i s k  indicates that i t  is s ignific ant ly 
different from other averages in that maturi ty category a c r o s s  
b a n k  groups for that year . 
Ave rages �f the s ame ma tur i ty c a t e go r y  and y e a r  w i th an e qua l 
numb e r  of a s t e r i s ks or no aste r i sk s  imp l i e s  those ave rages are 
note s i gni f i c a n t l y  d i f fe re n t . 
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The only exception is that no difference between two averages can be 
dec lared s ignificant if the two averages are found in a region of an 
average which has a non- s ignificant range . For example , if  the average 
of banks with asset s ize less than $ 10 mill ion is compared to that of  
banks with asset  s ize between $ 10 and $25  mill ion , depending on which 
has the largest  average , if  the difference between the two averages 
exceeds the shortest  s ignificant range of  the largest , then the two 
averages are s ignificantly different ; but if the difference between the 
two averages does  not exceed the shortest  s ignificant range of the 
largest  average , then the two averages are not s ignificantly different . 
I f  the average of  another s ize  group falls  within the two averages j ust  
compared and they are not s ignificantly different , then this  average 
cannot be s ignificantly different from the largest  average . A 
s ignificant result implies  that bank s iz e  is  a factor in explaining 
differences in asset liability compos ition . 
The results of a Duncan multiple range tes t  on portfolio 
compos i tion of  as sets and liabil ities  by maturity category and bank 
s ize  are reported in Tables 4 . 5 and 4 . 6 .  The test are reported us ing a 
. 10% leve l of s ignificance . An average with an asterisk indicates that 
it is s ignificantly different from other averages in that maturity 
category across  bank s ize groups for that year . Two averages or more 
in the same maturity category and year with an equal number of 
as terisks or no asterisks implies  those averages are not s ignificantly 
different . 
Examining Table 4.5 , there are some s ignificant differences i n  
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the compos ition of repriceable assets  by maturity category for each 
s ize  group during the 1984 - 8 6 period . This  result suggests that banks 
of  different s izes have different as set management strategies . Do 
these results indicate that asset s ize is a maj or factor in bank 
management decis ions on asset compos i tion? Because only a few 
s .ignificant differences are observed , i t  would appear that asset s ize 
i s  a factor in as set composition dec isions , but not a maj or factor ; 
this  indicates differences in asset - l iability compos ition can not be 
explained solely by differences in s ize . 
Table 4 . 6 ,  which reports the average composition of repriceable 
l iab i l ities by maturity category and s ize  group , shows s imilar results 
as asset  compos ition . There are some s ignificant differences in the 
composition of repriceable liabilities by maturity category . This  
supports the hypothesis that l iability management strategy for each 
s ize group differs . Because only few s ignificant differences are 
observed between each s ize group during this period , however ,  it is 
l ikely that asset s ize is not a maj or factor in l iability compos ition 
dec i s ions . 
The preceding analys is found that asse t - l iability management 
s trategy and bank as set and l iab il ity compos ition were different during 
the period 1984 to 1986 , but that the differences were not mainly due 
to differences in bank s ize . 
Table 4 . 7  presents the average second quarter interest  income 
and expense by bank size from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 . Total interest  income and 
expense for all the bank size groups dec l ined during this period . This 
Table 4 . 7  Average Interest  Income and Intere s t  Expense 
6 5  
( as a Percentage of Earning Assets ) by Bank S ize 
for the Second Quarter of  each Year , 1984 - 8 6 
A<$10mill ion $10<A>$25mi1lion S25<A>$50mil l ion A>S50mil1 ion 
Total Interest  Income 
6 . 06 6 . 00 5 . 48 6 . 48 6 . 2 2 5 . 44 6 . 0 5 5 . 9 7 5 . 00 5 . 9 3 5 . 7 7 5 . 5 2 
% � � - - 0 . 9 9 - 8 . 6 6 - 4 . 01 - 12 . 54 - 1 . 3 2 - 16 . 25 - 2 . 70 - 4 . 3 3 
3 . 6 7 3 . 5 7 3 . 04 3 . 86 
% �  - 2 . 7 2 - 14 . 85 
2 .  3� 2 . 43 2 . 44 2 . 6 2 
% � +1 . 26 +0 . 41 
0 . 34 0 . 34 0 . 34 0 . 2 9 
% �  0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 . 54 1 . 6 8 1 . 8 3 1 . 54 
% a +9 . 09 +8 . 9 3 
0 . 8 8 0 . 3 8 0 . 06 0 . 8 5 
% l - 5 6 . 8 2 - 84 . 2 1 
Total Interest Expense 
3 . 56 3 . 04 3 . 81 3 . 6 1 3 . 19 
- 7 . 7 7 - 14 . 6 1 - 5 . 2 5 - 11 . 6 3 
Net Interest  Margin 
2 . 6 t * 2 . 40 2 . 2 3 2 . 3 6 1 . 8 1 
+1 . 5 3 - 10 . 15 +5 . 38 - 2 3 . 40 
Total Noninterest  Income 
0 . 3 1 0 . 3 2 0 . 46 0 . 28 0 . 28 
+6 . 90 +3 . 2 3 - 3 9 . 13 0 . 00 
Total Noninterest  Expense 
1 . 64 1 . 6 5 1 . 29 1 . 2 7 1 . 36 
+6 . 49 +0 . 61 - 1 . 5 5 +7 . 09 
Net Income (Loss) 
* 
0 . 84 0 . 48 0 . 79 0 . 7 2 - 0 . 1 1 
- 1 . 18 - 42 . 86 - 8 . 86 - 115 . 2 8 
3 . 9 6 3 . 6 3 3 � 20 
- 8 . 3 3 - 11 . 8 5 
1 . 9 7 2 . 14 2 . 3 2 
+8 . 12 +8 . 45 
0 . 30 0 . 38 0 . 2 9 
+2 1 . 05 - 2 3 . 68 
1 . 29 1 . 3 8 1 . 40 
+6 . 9 8 +1 . 45 
0 . 41 0 . 5 7 0 . 4 8 
+39 . 02 - 1 5 . 7 9 
is a result of increased competition due to deregulation , the decl ine 
in interes t  rates , and the farm crisis . 
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Results indicate very few s igni ficant differences in interes t  
income and expense by s ize . Though there are differences in income and 
expense , s ize is not a maj or factor in explaining these differences .  
Based  on the trend in interest  income , and net income , evidence 
suggests that banks in South Dakota did not perform well  during this  
period . Average total interest  income for  all  s iz e  groups  declined 
from 1 9 84 to 1986 ; so did average net income , except for banks with 
ass e ts greater than $50 mill ion in 1 9 84 - 19 85 . From the net interes t  
margin data , i t  can b e  implied that banks of  different s izes performed 
differently based on the growth ( decline ) of  this  component . 
The net interest  margin of  banks with les s  than $ 10 mill ion in 
assets increased by 1 . 2 6 %  in 1984 - 8 5 , and 0 . 41%  in 1985 - 86 .  For banks 
with assets between $10 and $ 2 5  mill ion -thi s  component increased by 
1 . 5 3 %  in 1984- 8 5 , and fell by 10 . 15 %  in 1985 - 86 . Those  with assets 
between $ 2 5  and $50 mill ion had an increase o f  5 . 3 8 %  in 1984 - 8 5 , and in 
1 9 85 - 8 6 , a 2 3 . 40% decl ine . For banks with assets greater than $50  
mil l ion net interest  margin grew 8 . 12 %  in  1 9 84 - 8 5 , and 8 . 45 %  in  1 985 -
8 6 . 
Based on these observations , net interest  margin was more 
s table at banks with greater  than $ 50 mill ion in assets . This  group 
was followed by those with assets less  than $ 10 mill ion , bank groups 
with assets with assets between $10 and $ 2 5  mill ion , and $25 and $50 
mill ion respectively .  Judging from these  results , banks with assets 
greater $ 50 mi ll ion performed better than others . 
Conclusion 
This chapter analyzed the trend in market interest rates , 
compared as set - l iability management s trategy , as set - l iab ility 
compos ition ,  and income statement results of  banks in South Dakota by 
s ize  from 1984 - 86 . 
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Results indicate that rates decl ined during this  period , and 
that the volatility of  rates after the fourth quarter of  1984 was 
relatively low . The data on interest  income , interest  expense ,  net 
interest margin and net income indicate that generally , · banks in South 
Dakota did not perform well during this  period , though some banks did 
better than others . Banks with as sets greater than $50  mill ion 
performed better than the other groups  of banks . 
An analys is of asse t - l iab i l ity management strategy indicates 
that banks of different s ize differed in the ir as set - l iability 
management s trategy . An observation is  that banks of  al l s izes  
cons is tently held a larger share of  earning assets in long - term debt 
· securi ties , and a larger share in short - term l iabilities .  The Duncan 
multiple range test  was performed to determine if s ize is a s ignificant 
decis ion criteria in the compos ition of as sets and l iabil ities .  While 
there were some significant differences in the composition of some 
categories of as sets and liabilities , i t  was concluded that these were 
too few to de termine that s ize is a maj or  factor in the compos ition of 
assets and liab ilities . 
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The next chapter wil l  de termine i f  geographical marke t 
( location) plays a maj or role in asse t - l iab i l ity management strategy , 
and the composi tion of assets and l iab i l ities  of  banks in South Dakota . 
CHAPTER V 
Analys is of Asset - Liabil ity Management S trategy / Composi tion 
of Banks by Crop Reporting D is trict 
In the previous chapter , results from the analysis of  short ­
term and long - term as sets and l iabil ities  of banks by s ize indicate 
that there were differences in asset - liabil ity management s trategy . 
S tatistical tes t  results indicate bank s ize  i s  a factor , but not a 
maj or factor in the compos ition of  assets and l iab il ities . This  
chapter will  examine the asset - l iability management strategy , as set ­
liab i l ity composition ,  and the performance of  banks by  crop reporting 
dis trict . 
In order  to accomplish thi s  analys is , agricultural areas in 
South Dakota were grouped into four dis tr ic ts based on types of  crop 
and l ives tock production ,  soil  ferti l i ty ,  and average farm s ize . The 
Crop Reporting Dis tricts are : ( 1 )  Northeast and North Central ; ( 2 )  
East Central and Southeast ;  ( 3 )  Central and South Central ; and ( 4 )  
Northwest  and Western ( s ee Figure 5 . 1 ) .  
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Due to differences in crop and l ives tock production by region , 
it  is  poss ible that financial inst itutions that support these regions 
differ in performance . The farming industry has encountered financ ial 
problems in recent years . As a result many farms failed , espec ially 
family farms . Be longia and Carrero ( 19 8 5 ) - observed the sharp decl ine 
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nationwide in real farm income and asset value , greater increases in 
farm loan de faults , and bank failures  s ince 1 9 8 2 . 
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Because South Dakota ' s  economy depends heavily on agricultural 
produc tion and agriculturally related indus tries , the recent farm 
cris is is a detriment to the general economic  performance of the s tate . 
The balance sheet statement of  all farms in South Dakota is presented 
in Tab le 5 . 1  for the period 1 983  to 1 9 8 5 . Farm assets decl ined by 
17 . 9 % from 1 9 8 3  to 1984 and by 10 . 9 % from 1984 to 1985 . Farm debt 
dec l ined by 1 . 14% and 6 . 11%  for the same periods . Thus , the value of  
farm assets  decl ined faster than farm debt for both of the periods . 
During the 1983  to 1985  period , deb t - equity and debt - asset  
rat ios both increased , while the equity - asset  ratio decl ined . Us ing 
these  results as indicators of farm performance , it would appear the 
farming industry in South Dakota did not perform well  in the period 
1 9 8 3 - 1985 . 
S imilarly , an analys is of  the income statement of banks by s ize 
indicates poor performance from 1984 - 8 6 . Based on the differences in 
crop and l ivestock production of  farms by district , are banks in each 
of these districts different in as se t - l iabil ity management strategy and 
asset - l iab ility compos ition? Before this  quest ion is addressed an 
analys is  of  agricultural produc tion by dis trict  for the 1984 to 1986  
period will  be presented . This  provides  a background on the economic 
viab i l i ty of each district . The assumption is  that the economic 
performance of farms in a dis trict may have an impact on the 
performance of banks in that dis trict . 
Table 5 . 1  
FARM BALANCE SHEET , 
SOUTH DAKOTA , DECEMBER 3 1 , 19 8 3 - 1985  
ITEM 1 9 8 3  1984 1985  
Mill ion Dol lars 
Total Farm Assets 
Total Farm Debt 
Real Estate Debt 
Nonreal Estate Debt 
CCC Loans 
Equity 
Equity/Assets 
Debt/Equity 
Debt/Assets 
2 1 , 7 6 1 . 5  
5 , 40 8 . 6  
2 , 12 6 . 4  
2 , 808 . 2  
474 . 0  
1 6 , 3 5 3 . 0  
7 5 . 1  
3 3 . 1  
24 . 9  
Note : Excluding operator household . 
17 , 8 6 1 . 5  
5 , 346 . 7  
2 , 089 . 6  
2 , 810 . 1  
447 . 0  
12 , 5 14 . 8  
Ratio 
70 . 1  
42 . 7  
2 9 . 9  
. 15 ' 9 1 6 . 1 
5 . 020 . 2  
1 , 944 . 2  
2 , 486 . 9  
589 . 0  
i0 , 895 . 9  
6 8 . 5  
46 . 1  
3 1 . 5  
Source  South Dakota agricultural statistics , published May 1987 . 
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Compar ison of Agricultural Product ion Qy Districts : 1984 - 86 
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Table 5 . 2  presents data on the amount of some selected crops 
generally produced in all the districts . Also presented in this table  
is  the average annual price received for each crop from 1984  to  1 9 8 6 . 
Data on the number of l ivestock produced by dis trict is not available . 
The average annual price rece ived for lives tock is  available , and this  
would serve as  a proxy for comparison to  evaluate regional performance . 
From Table 5 . 2 ,  i t  shows that some districts are more 
productive than others because of differences  in the amounts of crops 
produced . Each dis tr ict can be ranked accordingly , based on the ir 
production capac ity from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 . Table 5 . 3  reports the rank of  
each district on  the bas is of the amount produced of the selected crops 
in the 1 9 84 to 1986 . The northwes t  and wes tern dis trict  rank lowest  in 
all  crops produced except for wheat . This  is  because l ivestock is the 
maj or agricultural output in these  distr icts and they rank highest  in 
l ives tock production in the state . Though. the amount of crops produced 
in each district fluctuated from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 , the average annual price 
rece ived for each crop decl ined . 
The information published by the South Dakota Crop and 
Livestock Report ing Service in May of  19 8 6  and 1987  concurrently , 
indicated that total farm receipts for South Dakota in 1 9 84 , including 
government payments , was $ 3 , 120  mi l l ion . Lives tock accounted for 58% , 
crops 3 5 % , and government payments 7 % , of  the total . In 1985 , total 
.farm rece ipts for South Dakota inc luding government payments was $ 3 , 2 1 1  
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Tab l e  5 . 2  S e lec ted C rops P roduced ( in m i l l i ons ) by D i s tr ic ts 
and Ave rage Annual P r i c e s  Re c e i ve d ,  1 9 8 4 - 1 9 8 6  
� R!H2!2nio& 12iUt:i�s; 
� §& �  � fi ll  � §& � trd §a !! 
� .l21!i llll l.2ll .l21!i lill l.2ll llli lll2 � � lill llli 
Corn ( bu )  442 7 3  5 1 107 5 3 8 2 5  1 1 1 7 3 3  1 7004 1 148 1 9 5  2 6 8 6 7  2 8 5 20 2 8 4 5 5  3 3 8 7  2 3 3 2  3 2 2 5  
Whea t ( Ib )  5 5 340 5 3 2 6 8  44868 5 70 8  9 9 1 5  7 3 8 6  3 3 8 30 2 8 5 5 5  29089 3 1 1 5 9  1 9 4 7 7  2 7 3 1 3  
O a t s  (bu) 3 5 3 7 3  2 2 1 8 0  1 5 2 6 8  2 3 7 1 2  42 7 8 1  1 6 2 0 1  1 9 5 6 2  1 2 3 9 7  9 80 1  8 1 5 3  2 1 6 2  4 9 30 
Soyb eans ( bu )  5 6 4 1  5804 7245 2 4 9 3 6  342 6 0  3 3 1 6 5  648 5 5 6  805 54 20 1 5  
B a r l e y  (bu) 2 0 1 0 3  2 0 4 5 2  2 2 1 3 4  2 36 9  4 8 6 0  5 2 3 0  3940 4 2 1 6  5 2 0 8  3 9 3 3  2 8 7 2  3 3 3 8  
S unflowe r ( cw t )  3 3 2 2 8 '7  2 8 99 7 0  2 54 140 6 9441 7 5 5 6 0  5 0 3 1 0  1 8 7 8 7 2  2 10500 1 80420 4 3 8 8 0  3 3 9 1 0  2 4 590 
mau � Received 
.l21!i .tin ill.2 
C o rn 2 . 6 7 2 . 3 6 1 .  84 
Wheat 3 . 49 3 . 2 5 2 . 2 9 
Oats 1 .  5 3  1 . 0 7 1 . 10 
Soybeans 5 . 5 3 4 . 80 4 . 5 5 
Bar ley 1 .  98 1 .  7 5  1 . 1 5 
Sunflower 10 . 00 7 . 8 8 6 . 2 5 
D a t a  S ource : S outh Dako t a  Agr icul tural S t a t i s t ic s  
pub l i c a t i on o f  May 1 9 8 6  and 1 9 8 7 . 
Table 5 . 3  Crop Produc tion by District  and Rank , 
1984 - 8 6 
Corn Wheat Oats Soybeans Barley 
NE & NC 2 1 2 2 1 
EC & SE  1 4 1 1 3 
c & sc  3 2 3 3 2 
NW &  w 4 3 4 4 4 
Ranking : 1 - highes t ,  4 =- lowest  
Data Source : South Dakota Agricultural S tatistics 
Publ ication of May 1986 and 1987  
7 5  
Sunflower 
1 
3 
2 
4 
7 6  
mil l ion . This was a 2 . 9 % increase over 19 84 . Livestock accounted for 
5 9 % , crops 34% , and government payments 7 % . It is worth emphas iz ing 
that government payments accounted for a small portion of income to 
farmers . The data for 1986  were not yet available but the percentage 
shares of  income to farmers from l ives tock production , crop production , 
and government payments are not expected to be _ s ig�ificantly different 
from those for 1984 and 1985 . Among l ives tock and crops produced , 
cattle and calves were the largest  s ource of  income to farmers in 1 9 84 
and 1985 , followed by wheat and hogs . 
The average annual price rece ived on some l ivestock produced by 
farmers from 1 984 to 1986  is reported in Table 5 .  4 .  Th"e 1985  average 
prices were both up and down from 1 9 84 . The average price for beef 
cattle , s teers and he ifers , and cows dec lined while the average price 
for calves , sheep , and lambs increased . The same trend can be observed 
from 1 9 8 5  to 1 986 . 
The general decl ine in the price  farmers received for 
agricultural products coupled with the value of farm assets decl ining 
fas ter than farm debts contributed to the recent farm crisis . Given 
this  scenario , how well  did banks . located in each district perform from 
1 9 84 - 86 ?  
Asset - l iability Management S trategy:  1984 - 86  
The asset - l iabil ity management s trategy of  banks by crop 
reporting district can best be observed by analyz ing the loan and 
depos it portfol ios of banks in each district . 
Tab le 5 . 4  
Bee f  Cattle 
Average Annual Price Received for Lives tock 
( Dollars per Hundredweight ) , 1 9 84 - 86 
1984  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
57 . 80 54 . 90 5 2 . 60 
S teers & He ifers 6 1 . 60 5 9 . 10 5 7 . 20 
Cows 3 9 . 40 3 7 . 10 3 6 . 80 
Calves 66 . 20 6 6 . 30 6 6 . 90 
Sheep 16 . 00 2 3 . 60 2 7 . 60 
Lambs 60 . 50 6 8 . 50 70 . 40 
Hogs 46 . 70 43 . 40 48 . 80 
Data Source : South Dakota Agricultural S tatistics  
Publ ication of May 1 9 86 and 1 9 8 7  
7 7  
7 8  
The average short - term and long - term loans of  banks by  dis tric t 
from 1984 - 86 is presented in Table 5 . 5 .  As might be expected , short -
term loans are greater than long - term loans risk avers ion l ikely 
causes  banks to match the ir short term l iab i l ities with the ir short 
term assets . 
The short - term and long- term loans of  banks . in the northeas t 
and north central districts decl ined from 1 984 to 1986 . Banks in the 
eas t central and southeast districts also  reduced the amount o f  short ­
term loans , but increased long- term loans over the same period . The 
short - term loans of banks in the central and south central districts 
dec l ined from 1984 to 1986 , while  long- term loans were reduced in 1 9 84 -
8 5 , and increased in 1985 - 86 . Banks in the northwes t  and wes tern 
district  increased short - term loans in 1984 - 8 5 , and in 1985 - 8 6  reduced 
the amount held while long- term loans were reduced in 1 9 84 - 8 5 , and 
increased in 1985 - 8 6 . 
Banks in the northeas t and north central , the east central and 
southeas t , and the central and south central districts show s imilar 
trends in the management of short - term loans during the 1 9 84 to 1986  
period , except for banks in the northwes t  and wes tern district . Banks 
in the central and south central , and the northwest  and wes tern 
districts had s imilar trends in the long - term loans over the same 
period . Banks in the northeast and north central , and eas t central and 
south eas t districts had different trends . 
Banks in the northeas t and north central , the central and south 
central , and the northwest  and wes tern districts reduced short - term 
Table  5 . 5  
Average Repriceable Short - term and Long - term Loans 
( as a Percentage of Earning Assets ) by Crop Reporting District , 
for the Second Quarter of  each Year , 1 9 84 - 1 9 8 6  
NE  & NC EC & SE  c & sc NW & W 
ST LT ST LT ST LT ST  
1984  47 . 5 2 10 . 5 3 42 . 40 1 1 . 5 6  46 . 46 11 . 7 8 42 . 8 7 
1 9 8 5  46 . 24 9 . 9 7 3 8 . 42 14 . 01 44 . 7 1 10 . 6 1 44 . 1 5 
1 986  41 . 3 8 9 . 06 3 3 . 2 3 14 . 6 2 3 8 . 3 1 11 . 58  41 . 5 2 
Average Repriceable Short - term and Long- term Depos its 
( as a Percentage of Earning Assets ) by Crop Reporting Distric t , 
for the Second Quarter of each Year , 1984 - 86 
1 9 84 6 7 . 2 5 12 . 71 6 7 . 65 10 . 83 7 1 . 20 10 . 57 6 8 . 7 5 
1 9 85  5 8 . 8 1 16 . 8 7 6 8 . 49 1 3 . 61 60 . 90  13 . 56 6 7 . 6 8 
1 9 8 6  60 . 2 3 1 6 . 6 8 7 5 . 0 3 1 2 . 9 3 7 2 . 05 1 2 . 5 3 7 1 . 3 3 
7 9  
LT 
11 . 89 
10 . 7 8 
1 2 . 46 
8 . 34 
9 . 6 8 
9 . 34 
Note Short - term and long - term loans are all  loan and lease financ ing 
rece ivables . 
Short - term and long- term depos i ts are other time deposit  and 
all  open- account t ime depos it comb ined . 
Tab l e  5 . 6  Average Comp o s i t ion o f  Re p r iceab l e  As s e t s  
( a s a P e r c e nt age o f  Earning As s e ts ) 
C rop Re po r t i ng D i s t r i c t  and Matur i ty C a t e go ry 
for the S e c ond Quarte r of e ac h  Year , 1 9 84 - 8 6 
� Reoorting District 
NE & NC EC & SE c & s c  
Matur i ty 
Ca t e go ry 1984 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
All Loans a n d  Le ase Financ ing Receivables 
1 day 1 3 . 2 1 1 7 . 6 5
*
14 . 7 9
* 
7 . 09 6 . 2 1 7 . 7 5 4 . 3 3 1 . 1 3 1 . 8 4 1 4 . 9 3 18 . a a
*
L 6 . 9 8
* 
<3m 14 . 4 3 1 3 . 00 1 1 . 8 9 1 9 . 90 1 7 . 34 1 1 . 6 1 2 0 . 2 1 2 3 . 1 1
*
2 0 . 3 9
*
10 . 5 7 10 . 1 9  9 . 80 
3 - 6m 1 1 . 84 1 0 . 84 10 . 0 8 1 2 . 08 1 1 . 3 7 9 . 8 9 1 6 . 9 2 1 5 . 4 5 1 1 . 1 3 1 2 . 7 2 10 . 80 9 . 3 2 
6 - 1 2 m  8 . 02 4 . 74 4 . 60 3 . 3 1 3 . 48 3 . 9 6 4 . 9 9 5 . 0 1 4 . 94 5 . 1 7 4 . 2 6 i . 4 1  
1 - 5y r  6 . 3 2 5 . 44 5 . 94 6 . 4 3 7 . 64 7 . 2 9 6 . 6 7  7 . 2 8 6 . 60 6 . 5 3 7 . 2 6 6 . 9 1 
>5yr 4 . 2 1 4 . 5 2 3 . 1 2 5 . 1 3 6 . 3 7 7 . 3 2 5 . 10 3 . 3 3 4 . 9 7 5 . 3 6 3 . 5 1 5 . 54 
To tal 5 8 . 0 3 5 6 . 2 2 50 . 4 2 53 . 94 5 2 . 4 1 4 7 . 8 2 5 8 . 2 2 5 5 . 3 1 4 9 . 8 7 5 5 . 2 8 54 . 90 5 3 . 9 6 
� Securities 
l day 0 . 0 9 0 . 00 0 . 1 3 0 . 00 0 . 78 * 1 . 2 8 0 . 14 0 . 00 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 2 0 . 00 0 . 09 
< 3 m  3 . 0 7 2 . 2 7 4 . l<t 2 . 30 5 . 90 * 2 . 9 3 3 . 2 2 4 . 2 6 1 . 6 3  3 . 9 1 2 . 90 2 . 84 
3 - 6m 2 . 8 2 1 . 9 8 2 . 09 2 . 8 6 3 . 46 3 . 9 8 * 3 . 4 7 2 . 94 1 . 6 3  4 . 2 1 4 . 9 9 * 5 . 6 f* 
6 - 1 2 m  6 . 3 3 4 . 04 5 . 2 3 7 . 4 5  5 . 2 9 5 . 50 4 . 8 3 4 . 68 5 . 0 3 8 . 8 3 6 . 4 1  6 . 5 7 
1 - 5y r  2 0 . 8 1 2 0 . 3 7 1 9 . 2 3 2 2 . 3 2  1 9 . 04 2 4 . 94 2 0 . 09 1 7 . 3 1 2 1 . 20 2 1 . 4 1 1 9 . 7 0 18 . 08 
>5yr 4 . 4 1  4 . 90 5 . 0 3 6 . 5 7 5 . 2 1 6 . 3 7 4 . 8 2 5 . 34 9 . 5 3 5 . 4 9  5 . 5 9 5 . 01 
To tal 
lday 
3 7 . 5 3 3 3 . 5 3 3 5 . 8 1  41 . 50 3 9 . 6 8 45 . 00 3 6 . 5 7 34 , 5 3 3 9 . 38 44 . 1 7 3 9 . 5 9 38 . 2 2 
� Interest-Bearing � 
3 . 74 5 . 02 6 . 43 2 . 9 5 4 . 42 5 . 40 4 . 5 9 
* 
6 . 7 5 6 . 3 5 l .  8 9  2 . 76 5 . 04 
<3m 0 . 8 8 0 . 5 1 0 . 3 5 0 . 2 2 0 . 06 0 . 5 8 0 . 1 5 2 . 2 1 0 . 8 2 0 . 4 9  0 . 7 3 0 . 3 1 
3 - 6m 
6 - 1 2 m  
1 - 5y r  
0 . 2 2 
* 
* * 
0 . 74 0 . 59 0 . 0 0· 0 . 14 0 . 20 
* 
0 . 5 2 0 . 1 3 0 .  24 0 . 1 1  0 . 2 6 0 . 0 3 
0 . 4 2 0 . 7 1 0 . 64 0 . 00 0 . 2 3 0 . 1 1  0 . 00 0 . 1 5 0 . 49 0 . 09 0 . 2 8 0 . 7 6 
0 . 69 0 . 5 1 1 . 1 5 0 . 3 9 0 . 3 3 0 . 2 1 0 . 09 0 . 06 1 . 1 9 0 . 41 1 . 2 7 0 . 4 5 
>5yr 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 1 1 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
Total 6 . 00 7 . 50 9 . 1 7 3 . 5 6 5 . 1 8 6 . 50 5 . 3 5 9 . 30 9 . 2 0 2 . 9 9 
Note : The average of each d i s t r i c t  were compared by year us ing the 
Duncan mul t ip le range te s t ,  a t  lOt l eve l o f  s i gn i ficance . 
An average w i th an a s t e r isk ind i c a t e s  that i t  is s ign i f i ca n t l y  
d i fferent from o th e r  ave rages i n  that matu r i ty c a t e go ry across 
d i s t r ic t s  for tha t year . 
Ave rages of the same ma tur i ty c a t e go ry and year w i th an equa l 
numb e r  of a s t e r i sks o r no a s t e r i sks imp l i e s  tho s e  ave rages are 
not s i gn i f i c an t l y  d i fferen t . 
5 . 3 0 6 . 5 9 
no 
Tab l e  5 . 7  Ave rage Compos i t ion o f  Re p r i c e ab l e Liab i l i t i e s  
( as a Perc e ntage o f  Earn ing A s s e t s )  by 
Crop Repo r t ing D i s t r i c t  and Ma tur i ty C a t e go ry 
for the S e c ond Qua r t e r  of each Yea r , 19 8 4 - 86 
� Reporting District 
NE & NC EC & S E  c & sc 
Ma tur i ty -
c a t e go ry 1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 984 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
Time ' Certificate Qf Deposits 
l day 0 . 1 5 0 . 08 0 . 0 3 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 03 0 . 04 0 . 00 0 . 04 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 6 6 
<3m 2 . 7 2 3 . 06 2 . 44 2 . 0 1 2 . 34 2 . 3 7 4 . 5 6
* 
4 . 14 3 . 7 3 3 . 9 1 4 . 6& 4 . 5 2 
3 - 6m 2 . 5 7  1 . 9 6 1 . 7 3 1 . 1 6 
* 
1 . 8 1 1 . 9 1 2 . 5 2 2 . 7 9 2 . 54 4 . 7 8 3 . 1 1 2 . 7 5 
6 - l 2 m  0 . 7 5 0 . 7 8 0 . 7 3 0 . 8 9 0 . 8 9 0 . 94 0 . 39 0 . 7 3 0 . 7 6 0 . 7 1 0 . 94 1 . 2 9 
l - 5yr 0 . 05 0 . 44 0 . 2 5 0 . 1 7 0 . 30 0 . 3 3 0 . 4 3  0 . 3 1 0 . 20 0 . 3 9 0 . 7 1 0 . 6 9 
>5yr 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
To tal 6 . 24 6 . 3 3 5 . 1 9 4 . 2 5 4 . 7 1 4 . 86 7 . 90 7 . 9 7 7 . 2 3 9 . 7 9
* 
9 . 44
* 
9 . 9 1
* 
ill Q.iliu: I1u Qeposits 
lday 2 4 . 5 5 2 1 . 44 2 3 . 46
*
2 5 . 59 30 . 8� 3 8 . 2 5  2 6 . 7 7 2 0 . 8 7 3 2 . 6Z 34 . 58 36 . 43 4 1 . 93* 
<3m 1 6 . 29 1 6 . 6 8 14 . 88 17 . 49 1 8 . 1� 1 5 . 42 1 9 . 7f 2o . ?f t 6 . C� 1 2 . �� 1 3 . 4 7 1 1 . 6 9 
* * * 
3 - 6m 1 6 . 1 2 1 2 . 9 5 14 . 1 6  15 . 1 8 1 3 . 6 8 1 3 . 7 3 1 6 . 3 8 1 5 . 03 1 5 . 64 1 3 . 2 2 1 2 . 9 6 1 1 . 3 5 
* 
6 - 1 2m 10 . 2 8 7 . 7 3 7 . 7 2 9 . 3 7 5 . 7 5 7 . 6 1 8 . 30 4 . 2 7 7 . 1 1 8 . 2 1 4 . 76 6 . 30 
l - 5yr 1 2 . 7 f 1 6 . 8 ! 1 6 . 6l 1 0 . 7 9  1 3 . 44 1 2 . 7 7 1 0 . 54 l 3 . 5 2 1 2 . 5 2 8 . 1 8 9 . 6 2 9 . 3 3 
>5yr 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 02 0 . 0 3 0 . 1 6 0 . 1 5 0 . 03 0 . 00 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 6 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 1  
Total 79 . 9 5 7 5 . 6 7 7 6 . 90 78 . 49 82 . 07 8 7 . 9 3  8 1 . 7 5 74 . 40 8 4 . 5 7 7 7 . 0 7 77 . 34 80 . 66 
Nondeposit Interest-Bearin• Liabilities 
l day 0 . 54 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 15 0 . 3 6 0 . 32 0 . 2 2 0 . 08 0 . 10 0 . 82 0 . 4 5 0 . 6 7 
<3m 0 . 0 1 0 . 00 0 . 1 2 0 . 4 3 0 . 2 5 0 . 36 0 . 26 
* * 
1 . 5 1 0 . 0 1  1 . 2 2 1 . 8 5 1 . 43 
3 - 6m 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 07 0 . 14 0 . 00 0 . 2 3 0 . 03 0 . 06 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
6 - 12m 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 06 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 0 0  
l - 5yr 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 2 3 0 . 00 0 . 14 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 
>5yr 0 . 00 · 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 04 0 . 1 6 0 . 15 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 1 2 0 . 10 0 . 08 
T o t a l  0 . 5 5  0 . 00 0 . 1 2 0 . 9 2 0 . 9 2 0 . 97 0 . 7 7 1 . 6 2 0 . 1 7 2 . 1 7 2 . 40 
Note : The average of each dis t rict were compared by year us ing the 
Duncan mu l t ip l e  range tes t ,  at 10' leve l o f  s igni f ic ance . 
An average w i th an as te r i sk i nd i c a t e s  that i t  is s ign i f i c a n t ly 
d i f fe rent f rom o th e r  averages in tha t  matur i ty c a te g o ry acros s 
d i s tr i c t s  for that ye a r . 
Ave rages of the s ame matur i ty c a tegory and year w i th an equal 
numb e r  of a s t e r i s k s  or no a s t e r i sks imp l i e s  tho s e  ave rage s a re 
no t s i gn i f i c an t l y  d i ffe ren t . 
* 
2 . 18 
3 1  
8 2  
depos its in 1984 - 19 8 5 , and increased the amount held  in 1985 - 8 6 . Banks 
in the eas t central and southeast  dis trict  increased short - term 
depos its over the same periods . Banks in all  the districts increased 
long - term depos its in 1984 - 8 5 , and reduced  the amount held in 1985 - 86 . 
The preceding analys is shows there are differences and s imilarities in 
the trend of asset - l iability management s trat·egy of banks across the 
dis tricts . 
Asset - l iability Compos ition : 1984 - 86 
The average compos ition of  repriceable assets and l iabilities 
of  banks by district and maturi ty category are reported in Tables 5 . 6  
and 5 .  7 respectively . The Duncan mul tiple  range tes t  was performed .to 
tes t  if the asse t - l iability compos it ion o f  banks across districts are 
s igni ficantly different . Few s ignificant differences were observed 
which implies location is not an important factor in the compos ition of 
assets  and l iabil ities . 
From Table 5 . 6 ,  the total loans for banks in all  the districts 
decl ined during the 1984 to 1986  period . The trend in total debt 
s ecurities for banks across the districts in 1984 - 1986  was the same . 
Total debt securities decl ined in 1984 - 19 8 5 , and increased in 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 . 
Banks in the northwest  and wes tern district show a different trend over 
the same period . Total other interes t -bearing assets for banks in all 
the dis tric ts increased from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 , except for banks in the 
central and south central districts . 
Examining Table 5 . 7 ,  banks across the dis tricts show more 
across  the districts . How well  did these  banks perform from 1 984 to 
198 6 ?  
Interest  Income and Expense : 1984 - 86  
84 
The . average income and expense of banks by dis trict for the 
second quarter of each year from 1984  to 1986  are reported in Table 
5 . 8 .  S tatistical test  results indicate few s ignificant differences in 
the average income and expense of  banks across the districts . 
The total interest  income and total interes t  expense for banks 
in all the dis tricts decl ined during the 1 9 84 to 1986  period . The 
decl ine in total interest  income was probably due to dec lining 
interes t rates over the same period , and also  because of· the reduction 
in the amount of  loans outstanding each year . Total interes t  expense 
might have decl ined not only because interes t  rates fell , but also 
because of  the conservative behavior of  banks as many tried to reduce 
the ir  costs . 
The net interest  margin of  banks reflects their performance . 
The net interes t  margin of  banks in the northeast and north central 
dis trict did not change in 1 9 84 - 86 , and fe ll  by 18 . 64% in 1985 - 8 6 . 
Banks in the eas t central and southeast district had a 6 . 44%  increase 
in 1 9 84 - 8 5 , and a 6 . 0 3 %  decl ine in 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 . Banks in the central and 
south central district experienced a drop of  0 . 42 %  in 1984 - 8 5 , and a 
further decl ine of 6 . 7 2 %  in 1 985 - 8 6 . The interest  margin of banks in 
the northwest  and western dis trict dropped by 5 . 30%  in 1985 - 86 ,  and 
further decl ined by 8 . 66 %  in 1985 - 8 6 . From the foregoing , it  would 
85  
Table  5 . 8  Average Interes t  Income and Interest  Expense 
(as a Percentage of Earning Assets ) by 
Crop Reporting District for the Second Quarter 
of each Year , 1 9 84 - 86 
6 . 2 7 
% D. 
3 . 90 
% D. 
6 . 06 5 . 2 1 
- 3 . 3 5 - 14 . 03 
6 . 04 
Crop Reporting District 
Total Interest  Income 
5 . 97 5 . 31 
- 1 . 16 - 1 1 . 06 
6 . 18 5 . 86 5 . 34 
- 5 . 18 - 8 . 87 
Total Interes t  Expense 
* 3 . 69 3 . 2 9 3 . 84 3 . 64 3 . 13 3 . 7 9 3 . 48 3 . 1 2 
- 8 . 18 - 10 . 34  - 5 . 3 8 - 10 . 84 - 5 . 2 1 - 14 . 01 
Net Interest· Margin 
2 . 3 7 2 . 3 7 1 . 9 2 2 . 20 2 . 3 3 2 . 18 2 . 3 9 2 . 3 8 2 . 2 2 
% D. 0 . 00 - 18 . 64 +6 . 44 - 6 . 03 - 0 . 42 - 6 . 7 2 
Total Noninterest Income 
0 . 3 1 0 . 2 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 46 0 . 2 9 0 . 2 7 0 . 2 9 0 . 2 9 0 . 2 7 
0 . 00 - 6 . 90 % D. - 12 . 90+3 7 . 04 - 3 6 . 9 6 - 6 . 90 
Total Noninterest  Expense 
1 . 3 3 1 . 3 6 1 . 40 1 . 3 2 1 . 3 3 1 . 45 
% D. +2 . 2 5  +2 . 94 +0 . 76 +9 . 0 2  
1 . 30 1 . 40 1 . 62 
+7 . 6 9+15 . 71 
Net Income (Loss)  
* 
6 . 46 
', 
3 . 8 2 
6 . 2 9 5 . 45 
- 2 . 6 3 - 1 3 . 3 5 
3 . 5 1 2 . 9 2 
- 8 . 12 - 16 . 8 1 
2 .  64 * 2 .  7� 2 .  5r 
- 5 . 30 - 8 . 6 6 
0 . 34 0 . 34 0 . 34 
0 . 00 0 . 00 
* 
1 . 7 5 1 . 8 5 1 . 7 2 
+5 . 7 1 - 7 . 03 
* . 0 . 8 5 0 . 49 0 . 2 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 70 0 . 00 0 . 9 1 0 . 6 6 0 . 1 3 0 . 7 6 0 . 9 7 0 . 80 
% D. - 42 . 35 - 5 3 . 06 +11 . 1 1 - 100 . 00 - 2 7 . 47 - 80 . 30 +2 1 . 6 5 - 1 7 . 5 3  
8 6  
appear that banks across dis tricts performed differently . 
Resul ts of this analys is seem to indicate that banks in the 
eas t central and southeas t district performed better than banks in the 
other districts . They were followed by banks in the central and s outh 
central district , northwest  and wes tern district , and northeast and 
north central district , respectively . 
Conclus ion 
The results from the analys is  of  the asset - l iability management 
s trategy , and asset - liability compos i t ion o f  banks across distric ts 
show that there were differences and s imilarities in the trends of 
management and compos ition during the 1 984 to 1986  period . Trends in 
the management and compos ition of  the asset  portfo l ios were more 
identical for banks across  the dis tr icts  when compared to the l iab i l i ty 
portfolios . This is contrary to expectations because liabilities are 
more l ikely to be s imilar in all the districts than are assets . Loans 
are more regio� specific because borrowers in an area have primarily 
only local lenders as sources of  funds . Because banks are largely 
price takers , to keep depos its each bank mus t offer competitve produc ts 
and rates . This  implies that l iab i l it ies across districts are more 
l ike ly to be s imilar than are assets . 
Bank performance was different in each district . S ome banks 
performed better than others . This  result could relate to the 
performance of farms in each dis tric t .  Banks located in a region that 
have greater economic viability supposedly should perfom better than 
others . 
Judging by the results from the growth ( decline ) in ne t 
interest  margin , banks in the eas t central and southeas t districts 
performed better than banks in the other dis tricts . 
8 7  
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interest  rate risk when duration gap is equal to zero . The decis ion o f  
which risk management strategy t o  use depends on management policies , 
available trained personnel , and cost . 
Th� first part of this chap ter presents evidence of interest  
rate risk exposure and management practices at  banks in South Dakota by 
asset  s ize groups from 1984 to 1 9 86 . The mos t  direct method to 
evaluate risk management is to examine the gap and duration gap of a 
bank . S ince the data available i s  not adequate to compute duration 
gap , only gap wi ll be calculated .  Also , an analys is  o f  the income 
s tatements of  banks would reveal much about the exposure of banks to 
interest  rate risk . 
Interest  Income . Interest  Expense and Net Interest  Margin 
The average total interes t  i�come , total interes t  expense ,  and 
net interes t margin of banks by s ize  groups  for the second quarter o f  
each year from 1984 to 1 9 8 6  are presented i n  Table 6 . 1 . The Duncan 
multiple range test  indicates that average total interest  income of  
banks by s ize is not s ignificantly different , except for banks with 
assets between $10 and $25  mill ion in 1 9 84 . Desp i te the results of  the 
statistical test , there are observable  differences  in the interest  
income , interest  expense , and interes t margin of  banks by s ize . 
Interest income and expense for banks in each s ize  group decl ined 
during the 1984 - 86 period . 
Banks with less than $10 mill ion - in assets had a difference o f  
0 . 0 6 percentage po ints i n  interest income i n  1984 - 8 5 , and 0 . 5 2 
Table 6 . 1  
Average Total Interes t  Income ( as a Percentage of  Earning Assets ) 
by Bank S ize for the Second Quarter of  each Year , 1 9 84 - 86 
Year A<$10mill ion $10<A>$25mil1ion $25<A>$50mi11 ion A>$50mill ion 
1 9 84 6 . 06 6 . 48 * 6 . 05 5 . 9 3 
1 9 8 5  6 . 00 6 . 2 2 5 . 9 7 5 . 7 7 
1 9 8 6  5 . 48 5 . 44 5 . 00 5 . 5 2 
Average Total Interest  Expense 
( as a Percentage of Earning Assets ) 
1 984 3 . 6 7 3 . 8 6 3 . 81 3 . 9 6 
1 9 8 5  3 . 5 7 3 . 5 6 3 . 61 3 . 6 3 
1 9 86  3 . 04 3 . 04 3 . 19 3 . 20 
Average Net Interest Margin 
( as a Percentage of Earning Assets ) 
1984 2 . 39 2 .  6 2  * 2 . 24 1 . 9 7 
1 9 85  2 .  43 - 2 .  6 6 * 2 . 3 6 2 . 14 
1 9 86  2 . 44 2 . 40 1 .  8 1  * 2 . 32 
90 
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percentage points difference in 1 9 8 5 - 86 . Banks with assets between $ 10 
and $ 2 5  mill ion had a difference o f  0 . 26 percentage po ints in 1 9 84 - 8 5 , 
and 0 . 7 8 percentage points difference in 1985 - 86 . Total interest  
income decl ined by 0 . 08 percentage points in  1984 - 85 for banks with 
assets between $ 2 5  and $50 mil lion , and also dec l ined 0 . 97 . percentage 
po ints in 1 985 - 86 . Those with greater than $ 50 mill ion in assets had a 
difference of 0 . 16 percentage po ints in 1 9 84 - 8 5 , and 0 . 2 5 percentage 
po ints difference in 198 5 - 86 . Based on the annual variation in total 
interest  income of banks by s ize  from 1984 to 1 986 , it  would appear 
that  interes t  income was somewhat more s table at banks with assets  
greater than $50 mill ion when compared to  the other groups of banks . 
This  group of banks is followed by the other size groups , in the 
fol lowing order : banks with assets less  than $ 10 mill ion ; those with 
as sets between $ 10 and $ 2 5  mi ll ion ; and final ly , the group with as sets 
between $25  and $50 mill ion . 
Total interest expense for all  s ize  groups decl ined from 1984 
to 1 986 . S tatistical test results indicate average total interes t  
expense by bank s ize are not s ignificantly different . From this  data , 
banks with less than $ 10 million in assets had a difference of 0 . 10 
percentage po ints in 1984 - 8 5 , and 0 . 5 3 percentage points difference in 
1 9 8 5 - 86 . Those with assets between $ 10 and $ 2 5  million had a 
difference of 0 . 30 percentage points in 1984 - 85 , and 0 . 5 2 percentage 
points in 1985 - 86 .  Banks with assets  between $ 25  and $50 mill ion had a 
difference of 0 . 20 percentage po ints in 1984 - 8 5 , and 0 . 42 percentage 
po ints in 1985 - 8 6 ;  while those with greater than $50  mill ion in assets 
had a difference of 0 . 3 3 percentage po ints in 1 9 84 - 85 , and 0 . 43 
percentage po ints in 198 5 - 86 . 
Also based on the annual variation in interest expense during 
the 1984 to 1986  period , this  component was better managed at banks 
with less than $10 mill ion in assets , followed by the s ize  group with 
assets between $25  and $50 mill ion , $ 10  and $ 2 5  million , and greater 
than $50 mill ion , respectively . 
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Focus ing on  the annual change in  net interest margin of  banks 
by s ize , interest  margin increased from 1 984 - 1986  for banks with less  
than $ 10 mill ion in  assets , and those  with assets greater than $50  
mill ion . Banks with as sets between $ 10 and $ 2 5  mill ion· and those with 
assets between $25  and $ 50 mill ion , had an increase in 1 9 84 - 85 and a 
decrease in 1985 - 86 . 
S tatistical test  results  indicate few s ignificant differences 
in net interest  margin of  banks by s ize . Average net interes t  margin 
is s ignificantly different for banks with assets between $ 10 and $ 2 5  
mill ion in  1 9 84  and 1985 , and those with assets between $ 2 5  and $ 50 
mil l ion in 1986 . The net interes t margin of  banks with less than $ 10 
mill ion in assets increased by 0 . 04 percentage po ints in 1 9 84 - 8 5 , and 
0 . 01 percentage po int in 1 9 85 - 8 6 . Those  with assets between $ 10 and 
$ 2 5  mill ion had an increase of 0 . 04 percentage points in 1984 - 8 5 , and 
0 . 2 6 percentage po ints ( decline ) in 1 9 8 5 - 86 .  Banks with assets between 
$ 2 5  and $50  mill ion had an increase o f  0 . 1 2 percentage points in 1984 -
8 5 , and 0 . 5 5 percentage points ( decl ine ) in 1985 - 86 . Banks with 
greater than $50 mill ion in assets  had an increase of 0 . 1 7 percentage 
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po ints in  1984 - 85 , and a further increase of  0 . 18 percentage po ints in 
1 9 8 5 - 8 6 . 
Based on the annual variation in net interest  margin , i t  would 
appear that interest  margin was more s table for banks with greater than 
$ 50 mill ion in assets . This  group is  fol lowed by those with ass ets 
le s s  than $10 mill ion , bank groups  with assets between $10 and $ 2 5  
million , and $ 2 5  and $50 mill ion , respec tively . The annual change in 
net interest  margin of banks in each s ize  group from 1984 - 8 6  reflect 
their  degree of  exposure to interest  rate risk . 
Judging from the preceding results , banks with greater than $ 5 0  
mill ion i n  assets appeared t o  be the leas t exposed t o  interes t  rate 
risk , compared to the other s ize  groups , because of  the growth of  the ir  
ne t interest  margin in the 1984 - 8 6  period . This  group is followed by 
banks with less than $10 mill ion in assets , $10 - $ 2 5  mil lion , and $ 2 5 -
$50  mill ion , respectively . 
Though other factors could account for the differences in ne t 
interest  margin of banks by s ize , the factor which probably had a 
subs tantial influence is interest  rate risk management practices . The 
preceding analys is shows that banks in South Dakota were exposed to 
interes t  rate risk to different degrees .  This  impl ies banks of 
different s izes use different management practices to hedge agains t 
interes t  rate risk . The gap management of  banks by s ize will be 
analyzed in the next section . 
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Gap Management 
Gap management is used by mos t  commercial banks and s imilar 
-
insti tutions to improve the ir  performance . As noted earlier , a 1 9 8 6  
survey of South Da.kota banks found that  e ighty percent use gap 
management to limit the ir exposure to interest  rate r isk . When 
interest  rates were highly volatile and fluctuated rapidly in the 
1 9 70 ' s  and early 1980 ' s ,  gap management became important in reduc ing 
interes t  rate risk and achieving accep table bank performance . 
According to Goodman and Langer ( 19 8 3 ) , financial institutions 
are subj ect to interest rate risk because they cannot and do not wish 
to match perfectly the repric ing dates ( or rollover periods ) on their  
assets with the repricing dates ( or rollover periods ) on  their l iabi -
l i ties . Us ing gap analys is , a financial institution can identi fy the 
interest  rate mismatch on its balance sheet . With assets and liab i -
l i t ies clas s ified into maturi ty categories , unmatched asset  and l iab i -
l i t ies  within each repric ing period can b e  determined and the impact on 
profitability under various interes t  rate scenarios examined . 
A financ ial institution can be l iabil i ty sens itive or as set  
sens it ive , based on  gap management s trategy . A l iability sens itive 
ins titution holds assets of  a longer repricing period than the 
repricing period on l iabilities  and an asset  sensitive ins t i tution hold 
as sets of a shorter repric ing period than the repric ing period on 
l iabil i t ies . 
Gap is defined as rate sens it ive as sets minus rate sens i tive 
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liabil ities . An as set and l iab il ity are rate sens itive if  the rates 
they bear are adj us ted s imultaneous ly as interest  rates change . When a 
financ ial institution holds a l iabil ity sens itive position , it  is  
helped by falling interes t  rates and hurt by ris ing interes t rates ; but 
with an asset sens itive pos ition , it is  helped ?Y ris ing interes t  rates 
and hurt by fall ing interes t  rates . 
Results from an analys is  o f  the trend in market interest  rates 
from 1984 to 1986 in chapter four were that rates decl ined during this  
period . The gap management s trategy of  banks in South Dakota from 1 984 
to 1986  can now be evaluated . 
Comparison of Gap Management S trategy: 1984 - 86 
Table 6 . 2  presents the composi tion of  rate sens itive assets  and 
rate sensitive liabil ities by maturi ty category of banks by s t'ze group 
for the second quarter of each year from 1 9 84 to 1986 . 
Statistical test results indicate there are s ignificant 
differences in the composition of rate sens itive assets across banks by 
s ize . This implies s ize is a factor in the compos ition of rate 
sens itive assets . For banks in each s ize group , the composition o f  
rate sens itive assets each year was less concentrated in the 6 - 12 month 
and greater than 5 year maturity categories ,  and highly concentrated in 
the 1 - 5 year maturity category except  for banks with greater than $ 50 
mill ion in assets in the greater than 5 year maturity category . 
Examining the compos ition of  rate sens itive assets by matur ity 
categories across the s ize groups , there are differences and s imilari -
Tab l e  6 . 2  Ave rage Compo s i tion o f  Rep r iceab l e Rate S ens i tve Assets 
( as a Percentage o f  Earning Asse t s )  by Bank S i z e  and 
Ma tur i ty Category for the S e c ond Quar t e r  of each Ye ar , 
1 9 8 4 - 8 6 
Bank S i ze 
A<$ 10mi l l i on $ 1 0<A>$ 2 5m i l l ion $ 2 5<A>$ 50m i l l ion A>$ 5 0m i l l  ion 
Matur i ty 
cate gory 1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
l day 1 . 4 2 2 . 0 3 1 .  3 7  2 . 0 8 2 . 7 4 3 . 09 3 . 6 3 4 . 5 2 6 . 1 9 . 9 . 1 0* 1 1 . 74* 1 1 . 6 3* 
<3m 1 .  6 4  1 . 4 8 1 . 6 1 2 . 4 2 2 . 5 8 * * 6 . o 1* 10 . 2 6* 1 1 . 7 5* 1 2 . 8�* 2 . 3 4 8 . 2 5 9 . 44 
4 .  9 8
* 
5 .  2 9
* 
4 . 1 1
* 
9 .  3�* * *  ** 3 - 6m 1 .  2 1  1 . 1 3 0 . 94 2 . 7 1 2 . 47 2 . 60 9 . 0 5 8 . 1 1 
6 - 1 2 m  0 . 3 9 0 . 6 2 0 . 6 5 2 . 03 1 . 6 3 1 .  9 2  3 .  3 8
* 
2 .  8 9
* 
3 .  5 1
* 
8 . 3�* ** 8 . o1* 8 . 9 6 
* * * ** ** * •  l - 5yr 1 . 5 7 1 . 5 6 2 . 1 2 3 . 9 9 4 . 08 4 .  2 1  9 . 1 9 8 . 9 9 10 . 9 8 2 3 . 74 2 3 . 6 5 2 3 . 9 9  
>5yr 0 . 08 0 . 0 9 0 . 2 7 1 . 40 1 . 41 
* * 4 .  9 9* 14 . s�* 1 2 . 2Y 1 1 .  �* 1 . 7 7 3 . 9 9 4 . 24 
* * * ** ** 1 5 .�� * * *  Y7* *�* * *'!b* · *�"?* *�t* Total 6 . 3 1 6 . 9 1 6 . 9 6 14 . 6 3 14 . 9 1 3 3 . 42 3 5 . 3 5 . 7  7 5 . 4  7 7 . 7 6 . 
Ave rage Compo s i t ion of Repric e ab l e  Rate S e ns i t ive 
Liab i l i t ies ( as a Pe rcentage o f  Earning As sets ) 
lday 2 . 54 1 .  90 2 . 6 0 3 . 5 6 4 . 04 5 . 14 1 0 . 04
* 
9 .  8 2
* 
1 2 . 04
* 
1 6 . 11'  2 5 . 3*3* 2 9 . s"?* 
1 .  5 5* * * *** * ** * *  · ** 1 .  2 1  1 .  3 5  2 . 9 3 3 . 2 9 3 . 0 3 6 . 9 6 7 . 7 6 6 . 6 3 1 5 . 41 1 5 . 8 9 14 . 3 9 <3m 
* * * ** ** ** * * *  *** *** **** **** 3 - 6m 1 .  26 1.  23 1 . 1 9 2 . 7 6 2 . 5 3 2 . 54 5 . 5 7 5 . 64 6 . 2 0 1 2 . 1 8 10 . 7 4 10 . 6 2 
1 . 4 2 3 .  3 1
"' * * 6 .  !9* ** ** 0 . 6 4 0 . 3 8 0 . 5 5 0 . 9 9 1 . 1 9 2 . 5 3 3 . 4 5  5 . 2 9 6 . 06 6 - 1 2m 
* 5 . 49* * ** ** 10 . 4*9* 0 . 8 9 1 .  3 6  1 . 08 1 .  3 1  1 .  6 8  1 .  9 9  3 . 8 8 5 . 2 2 9 .  84 1 1 . 3 8  1 - 5yr 
>5yr 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 0 1 0 . 00 0 . 0 1 0 . 04 0 . 0 3 0 . 04 0 . 14
* 
0 . 46' O . l rf 
* * * * *  Total 6 . 54 6 . 4 2  6 .  7 7  1 1 . 9 9 1 2 . 5 3 1 3 . 9 0 ** ** 2 9 . 80 3 1 . 2 7 3 3 . 5 8 6 1 . 0 8 6 9 . 0 9 7 1 . 6 2 
No te : The rate sens i tve assets and l iab i l i t i e s  o f  each s i z e  
group were compared b y  year us i ng the Duncan mul t iple 
range te s t ,  at 10% leve l of s igni f i c anc e . 
Rate sens i tve assets and l i ab il i t i e s  wi th an a s t e r isk 
indicates tha t  they are s i gni ficantly di f fe rent from 
o ther rate s ens i tve assets and l i ab i l i ti e s  in that 
maturi ty catego ry ac ross the d i s t r i c t  for that year . 
Rate sens i tve assets and l iab i l i t i e s  of the same matur i ty 
category and year w i th an equal numbe r  of aster isks 
imp l ies that they are no t s ign i f ic antly di fferent . 
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ties  in the trend of compos it ion from 1 9 84 to 1986 . Total rate 
sens itive assets increased each year for all s ize  groups . The data 
also shows that the larger banks have a greater percentage of rate 
sens itive assets . 
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S tati stical tes t  resul ts show that banks o f  di fferent s izes had 
s ignificantly different compos i tions of rate sens itive l iabil ities . 
Rate sens itive l iab ilit ies were less  in the 6 - 12  month and greater than 
5 year maturity categories , and highly concentrated in the 1 - 5  year 
maturity category in all s ize  groups from 1 984 to 1986 . There are 
differences and s imilarities  in the trend of  the compos ition of  rate 
sens itive l iabil ities . Total rate sens itive l iab ilitie·s increased  in 
each s ize group during this  period , except for banks with less  than $ 10 
mi ll ion in as sets in 1984 - 8 5 . The larger banks have a greater 
percentage of  rate sensitive l iab i l it ies . The differences in the gap 
management strategy across  bank groups  are a reflection of  the differ ­
ences  in the compos ition of  rate sens itive as sets and liabil ities . 
The gap pos itions of  banks by s ize  group and maturity category 
from 1984 - 8 6  are reported in Table 6 . 3 .  S tatistical test results  
indicate there are s ignificant differences  in  the gap of banks by s ize , 
which implies s ize is a factor in gap management . Banks with less  than 
$ 10 mill ion in assets had a negative gap in the 1 - day , 3 - 6  month , and 
6 - 12 month maturity categories in 19 84 ; a negative gap in the less 
than 3 month and 6 - 12 month maturity categories in 1985 ; and a negative 
gap in the 1 - day and 3 - 6  month maturity categories in 1986 ; and a 
pos i tive gap in the other maturity categories during each period . . 
Tab le 6 . 3  Gap by Mat�r i ty Catego ry and Bank S i z e  ( in m i l l i ons ) 
fo r the S e c ond Quarter of e ach Year , 1 9 8 4 - 8 6 
A<$ 10mi l l ion $ 10<A>$ 2 5m i l l ion $ 2 5<A>$50m i l l ion 
Ma tur i ty 
A>$50mi l l ion 
Cate gory 1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
* 
- 7 . 6 2 - 1 3 . �� - 1 8 . 24* - 1 . 1 1 0 . 1 2 - 1 . 2 3 - 1 . 4 7 - 1 . 30 - 2 . 04 - 6 . 4 1 - 5 . 2 9 - 5 . 8 5 1day 
* * * 
<3m 0 . 4 2  - 0 . 0 7 0 . 2 6 - 0 . 5 0 - 0 . 7 1  - 0 . 6 2 1 .  2 9  1 .  6 8  - 0 . 6 8 - 5 . 1 5 - 4 . 14 - 1 . 5 3 
* * 
3 - 6m - 0 . 04 - 0 . 09 - 0 . 24 - 0 . 05 - 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 - 0 . 5 8 - 0 . 34 - 2 . 0 9 - 2 . 7 9 - 1 . 6 9 - 2 . 5 2 
6 - 1 2m - 0 . 2 5 0 . 2 3 0 . 10 0 . 0 7 0 . 64 0 . 7 3 0 . 6 1 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 6 1 . 5 9 3 . 6 7
* 
1 . 9 4
* 
• * ** ** 
1 - Syr 0 . 6 8 0 . 20 1 . 04 2 . 6 8 2 . 40 2 . 2 1 5 . 3 1 3 . 5 0 5 . 7 5 13 . 90 1 2 . 2 6 
** 
1 3 . 5 0 
* * * * *  * *  * *  
> 5yr 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 9 0 . 2 7 1 .  3 9  1 . 40 1 .  7 5  3 . 9 � 4 . 20 4 . 9 5 14 . 3 8 1 1 . 7 5 1 1 . 5 2 
To tal - 0 . 30 0 . 48 0 . 2 0 2 . 1 2 2 . 3 8 2 . 0 8 4 . 1 7 4 . 10 2 . 14 14 . 3 1 
No t e  : The gap of each s i ze group were compared by year us ing the 
Duncan mul t ip l e  range te s t , at 10' level of s i gni ficanc e . 
Gap w i th an asterisk indic ate s that i t  is s igni fi c antly 
di fferent from o ther gap in that matur i ty category ac ross 
bank s iz e  for that year . 
Gap of the same matur i ty category and year w i th an equal 
numbe r of as teri sks o r  no asteri s ks imp l ie s  they are not 
s i gn i ficantly di fferent . 
* * * 
8 . 2 6 4 . 6 7 
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The gap management s trategy of banks with assets between $ 10 
and $ 2 5  mi ll ion in 1984 and 1 9 8 5  was a negative gap in the 1 - day , less  
than 3 month , and 3 - 6  month maturi ty categories ; and a pos itive gap in 
the other maturity categories . In 1 9 8 6 , the 1 - day and les s  than 3 
month maturi ty categories had a negative gap , and a pos it ive gap in the 
o ther maturity categories . As for banks with assets between $ 2 5  and 
$ 50  mill ion , there was a negat ive gap in the 1 - day and 3 - 6  month 
maturity categories in 1 9 84 and 1 9 8 5 ; and a pos itive gap in the other 
maturi ty categories . In 1 9 8 6 , the 1 - day , less than 3 month , and 3 - 6  
month maturity categories had a negative gap ; and a pos itive gap in the 
other maturity categories . 
Banks with greater than $ 5 0  million in assets  had a negative 
gap in the 1 - day , less  than 3 month , and 3 - 6 month maturity categories 
each year from 1 984 to 1986 ; and a pos itive gap in the other maturity 
categories . This  s ize group was the only group of banks that had a 
cons istent pattern of gap management s trategy by maturity category from 
1 984 - 8 6 . The preceding analys is  indicates that there were ident�cal 
patterns and differences in gap management strategy by maturi ty catego ­
ries  across  banks by s ize , during the period of  1984 - 8 6 . 
Banks of al l s ize groups  were liab i l ity sens itive from 1 9 84 to 
1 9 8 6  as indicated by total gap , except for banks with assets less $ 10 
mill ion in 1 9 84 . A liabil ity sens i tive s trategy impl ies a bank had 
more assets of longer repric ing periods than l iabilities . This 
s trategy seems appropriate because intere s t  rates decl ined during this 
period . When interest rates fal l , a bank is  he lped by be ing l iabil i ty 
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sens itive . 
The net interest  margin of banks in each s ize group would be 
expected to increase from 1984 to 1 9 8 6  because of their l iabil ity 
sens itive management strategy . As reported by the data in Table 6 . 1 ,  
this  was the situation for banks with assets less than $ 10 mill ion , and 
assets greater than $50 mil lion from 1 984 - 86 . But banks with assets  
between $ 10 mill ion and $ 2 5  mill ion and those with assets between $ 2 5  
and $50 mill ion , had an increase i n  19 84 - 85 and a decrease in 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 , 
despite their liabil ity sensit ive pos it ion in 1985 - 86 . This  result 
indicates that banks were exposed to interes t  rate risk to different 
degrees . 
The data in Table 6 . 1  and 6 . 3  show that banks with assets 
between $ 10 and $25  mill ion and those with assets between $ 2 5  and $50  
mill ion were more exposed to  interest  rate risk during the period of 
1984 - 8 6 ; and those with assets less  than $ 10 million ,  and assets 
greater than $50  mill ion were less  exposed to interest  rate risk in 
this  same period . 
Conclus ion 
The first part of this  chapter examined and analyzed the 
interest  rate risk exposure and management strategy of banks by asset 
s ize  from 1984 to 1986 . S tatistical tes t  results indicate s ize is  a 
fac tor in the compos ition of rate �ens it ive assets , rate sens itive 
l iab i l ities , and gap . Results from the data analys is  indicates there 
were identical patterns and differences in gap management s trategy 
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across s ize groups from 1984 t o  1986 . 
Banks of  all  s ize  groups were l iability sens i tive in the 
period of 1984 - 8 6 , except for banks with assets le ss than $10  mill ion 
in 1984 . This  was an appropriate s trategy because interes t  rates 
generally decl ined in this  same period . The market value of  the ir 
portfolio  will increase .  Based on the results from the net intere s t  
margin trend and gap management s trategy analys is , it  was concluded 
that banks of all s ize groups were exposed to interest rate risk to 
different degrees . Banks with greater than $50 million in assets were 
the least exposed , followed by those  with less than $10 million in 
assets , those with assets between $ 10 and $ 2 5  million and finally , 
those  with assets between $ 2 5  and $ 50 million . 
The second part to this  chapter will analyze interest  rate risk 
exposure and management strategy o f · ·banks by crop reporting distr ict . 
Interest Rate Risk Management S trategy 
by Crop Reporting District 
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Its reasonable to hypothes ize that s ince banks in various 
locations (or geographical markets ) are faced with different economic 
conditions , based on the economic performance of agricul ture in each 
region , their exposure to interest rate risk might. differ . I f  their  
exposure to  interest  rate risk is  different , their interest rate risk 
management strategy may also be different . The income statement data , 
and the gap of banks from 1984 to 1 986  will be analyzed in order to 
evaluate risk exposure and management s trategy by crop reporting 
dis tric t .  
Interest Income . Interest  Expense and Net Interest  Margin 
The average total interes t  income , total interest  expense , and 
net interest  margin of  banks , by s ize  during the second quarter o f  each 
year from 1984 to 1986  are presented in Table 6 . 4 .  S tatistical tes t 
results indicate few s ignificant differences  in total interes t income , 
total interest expense , and net interest margin of banks across the 
dis tricts . Total interest income and total interest  expense of banks by 
district decl ined during this period . For banks in the northeast and 
north central dis trict , interes t  income fell  by 0 . 21 percentage po ints 
in 1 9 84 - 85 , and 0 . 8 5 percentage points in 198 5 - 8 6 . Those located in 
the eas t central and southeas t district had a difference of 0 . 07 
percentage points in 1984 - 8 5 , and 0 . 6 6 percentage po ints in 1985 - 8 6 . 
Table 6 . 4 
Average Total Interest  Income ( as a Percentage of Earning Ass e ts ) 
by Crop Reporting District , for the Second Quarter of each Year , 
1984 - 8 6 
Crop Reporting District  
1984  6 . 2 7 6 . 04 6 . 18 
1 985  6 . 06 5 . 97 5 . 86 
1 986  5 . 2 1 5 . 3 1 5 . 34 
Average Total Interest  Expense 
( as a Percentage of  Earning Assets ) 
1984 3 . 90 3 . 84 3 . 79 
1 9 8 5  3 . 6 9 3 . 64 3 . 48 
1 986  3 .  2 9* 3 . 13 3 . 12 
Average Net Interest Margin 
( as a Percentage of Earning Assets ) 
1984 2 . 3 7 2 . 20 2 . 3 9 
1 9 8 5  2 . 3 7 2 . 3 3 2 . 3 8 
1 9 8 6  1 . 92 2 . 18 2 . 2 2 
NW §! E 
6 . 46 * 
6 . 29 
5 . 45 
3 . 8 2 
3 . 5 1 
2 . 9 2 
2 .  64* 
. * 2 . 7 8 
* 
2 . 5 3 
1 0 3  
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As for banks in  the central and south central distric t , interes t income 
dec l ined by 0 . 3 2 percentage po ints in 1984 - 85 , and 0 . 52 percentage 
po ints in 1985 - 8 6 .  And finally , banks in the northwes t  and wes tern 
dis trict had a difference of 0 . 17 percentage points in 1984 - 8 5 , and 
0 . 84 percentage po ints in 1985 - 8 6 . 
Total interes t income decl ined because interest  rates fel l  
dur ing this period . Judging by the variation in interest  income of  
banks by district , i t  would appear interes t  income was more s table  in 
the east central and southeast district , followed by the central and 
south central , the northwes t  and wes tern , and the northeast and north 
central districts , respectively .  
The average total intere s t  expense from 1984 to 1986  also 
dec l ined .  The interest  expense o f  banks in the northeast and north 
central dis trict fell  by 0 . 2 1 percentage points in 1984- 8 5 , and 0 . 40 
percentage points in 1985 - 8 6 . Banks in the east  central and southeas t 
had a difference of 0 . 20 percentage po ints in 1984 - 85 , and 0 . 5 1 
percentage points in 198 5 - 86 . Banks in the central and south central 
dis tric t had a difference of  0 . 3 1 and 0 . 3 6 percentage points in 1 9 84 - 8 5  
and 1985 - 86 , respectively .  As for banks in the northwest  and wes tern 
district , interest  expense dec l ined by 0 . 31 percentage points in 1 9 84 -
8 5 , and 0 . 5 9 percentage points in 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 . 
Also j udging from the variation in total interest  expense , i t  
appears this component was better managed at banks in  the northwest  and 
wes tern district , followed by those in the other districts in the 
fol lowing order : the eas t central and southeas t ,  the central and south 
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central , and the northeast and north central . 
Average net interest margin , an index of bank performance , did 
not change for banks in the northeas t and north central district in 
1984 - 8 5 , and fell  by 0 . 45 percentage points in 1985 - 86 . For banks 
located in the east central and southeas t ,  i�terest  margin increased by 
0 . 1 3 percentage points in 1 9 84 - 8 5 , and decl ined by 0 . 15 percentage 
po ints in 1985 - 86 . Banks in the central and south central district 
experienced a drop in interest  margin of  0 . 01 percentage po ints in 
1 9 84 - 85 , and a further dec l ine of 0 . 16 percentage points in 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 . 
The interest  margin of banks in the northwes t  and western dis trict  
dec l ined by 0 . 14 percentage points in  1984 - 8 5 , and declined further by  
0 . 25 percentage points in  1 9 8 5 - 86 .  
Judging by these  results , banks in various locations were 
affected differently by fluctuating interes t  rates , indicating that 
they were exposed to different degrees of risk . Banks in the eas t 
central and southeast district coped better than banks in the other 
dis tricts in minimiz ing the threat of  interes t  rate risk during .this 
period . They were followed by banks in the central and south central 
dis trict , the northwest  and wes tern , the northeast and north central 
dis tricts , respectively .  
The difference in the trend of  net interest  margin of  banks by 
di strict  reflects the differences  in the ir  risk management practices . 
The differences in the risk management practice of banks by crop 
report ing district can be analyzed by calculating their gap . 
Gap Management Qx Crop Reporting Districts 
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The average compos i t ion of  rate sens itive assets and rate 
sens itive l iabilities of banks for the second quarter of  each year from 
1984  to 1986  by crop reporting dis tric t  is presented in Table 6 . 5 .  
S tatistical test  results indicate the composition of  rate sens it ive 
assets and liabilities by crop reporting district · are s ignificantly 
different particularly the compos i tion of rate sens itive l iabil i ties . 
There are also s imilarities  in the trend of the compos it ion of  
rate sens itive as sets during this  period . The 1 - 5  year maturi ty 
category of rate sens itive assets  of  banks by district was greater than 
the other maturity categories in each year . Also , the total rate 
sens itive assets increased from 1984  to 1 986 , except for banks in the 
northeast and the north central dis trict  with a small decrease in 198 5 -
86 . 
The trend in the compos ition of  rate sensitive l iab i l ities  is 
s imilar to that of rate sens it ive assets . There are differences and 
s imilarities in the compos ition of  rate sens itive l iabi l i ties of  banks 
by maturity category in each year . The s imilarities that can be 
observed are : the greater than 5 year rate sens itive l iabil ities  were 
smaller than the other categories each year in all  the dis tricts ; also , 
total rate sensitive l iabilities inc reased every year for all  banks . 
The differences and s imilari ties in the composi tion of rate 
sens itive assets and rate sens it ive l iabil ities  of  banks in each 
district  from 1984 - 86 should be reflected in the ir gap . 
Tab l e  6 . 5  Ave rage Compo s i t i on o f  Rep r i c e ab l e  Rate S ens i tve As s e t s 
( as a Percent of Earn i ng Asse ts ) by crop Repo rt ing D i s t r ic t  
and Matur i ty Ca tego ry f o r  the Second Quar ter o f  e ach Year , 
1 9 84 - 8 6 
Crop Repo rting D i s tr i c t  
NE & N C  EC & S E  c & sc NW & W 
Ma tur i ty 
Category 1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 84 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
l day 2 . 44 3 . 4 1 3 . 9 5 3 . 8 6 5 . 5 3 7 . 6 4 3 . 2 1 2 . 2 6 Z . 5 7 3 . 8 2 6 . 4 7 6 . 6 7 
<3m 4 . 9 5 4 . 0 9 3 . 7 2 6 . 0 6 6 . 6 8 4 . 3 9 6 . 2 7 9 . 8 4
* 
9 . 2t 3 . 6 5 3 . 8 5 4 . 0 3 
3 - 6m 3 . 4 3 3 . 8 9 3 . 48 3 . 3 2 3 . 9 3  3 . 6 9 6 . 1 3
*
5 . 86
*
5 . 14
*
3 . 8 1 3 . 2 1 3 . 1.1 
6 - 1 2 m  3 . 1 9 2 . 6 7 2 . 8 5 3 . 2 7 3 . 0 6 3 . 1 8 3 . 0 2  3 . 4 9 4 . 2 5 2 . 7 6 2 . 6 0 3 . 1 0 
l - 5yr 6 . 2 2 6 . 34 6 . 6 6 8 . 5 0 9 . of 10 . 7 5 9 . 71 to . �l 1 3 . 7� 6 . 8 2 . 7 . 2 1  7 . 24 
>5yr 2 . 7 2 3 . 2 6 2 . 64 5 . 0 7 5 . 5 C 5 . 8 2 4 . 3 6 3 . 8 1 6 . 3 � 2 . 4 2 2 . 00 2 . 54 
Total 2 2 . 9 7 2 3 . 6 6 2 3 . 3 0 3o . ol 3 3 . Tf 3 5 . 41' 3 2 . Tf 3 5 . 3! 4 1 . 2 � 2 3 . 2 8 2 5 . 3 4 2 6 . 6 9 
Ave rage Compos i t ion of Rep rice ab l e  Rate S e ns i t ive 
Liab i l i t ie s  ( as a Perc entage of Earning As s e t s ) 
lday 4 . 6 6 4 . 3 2 4 . 6 f 6 . 94 1 2 . 6 1 1 5 . 2 8 8 . 86' 7 . 5 8 1 3 . 6 1 8 . 40 9 . 7 0 n . tt 
* * 1c ** ** * 
<3m 4 . 4 1 4 . 74 4 . 4 3 6 . 2 1 7 . 0 3 6 . 6 3 7 . 64 8 . 9 1 8 . 2 0 4 . 1 3 4 . 8 3 4 . 6 0 
3 - 6m 4 . 0 7 3 . 4 2  3 . 8 2 4 . 8 0 5 . 0� 5 . otf 5 . 8f 5 . �� 1 . f� 4 . 0 3 4 . 1 6 3 . 7 6 
* 
6 - 1 2 m  2 . 4 3 2 . 54 2 . 2 3 3 . 0 1 2 . 24 3 . 09 2 . 7 1 1 . 60 2 . 9 7 2 . 24 1 . 7 0 · 2 . 3 1 
l - 5yr 3 . 0� 4 . 24 4 . 3 2 3 . 3 1 4 . 5 6 4 . 3 3 3 . 9 3 5 . 4-! 5 . 9t 2 . 2 f 2 . 9 1 2 . 9 9 
>Syr 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 6 0 . 2 2 
* 
0 . 1 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 5 
Total 1 8 . 6 5 1 9 . 2 7 1 9 . 4 2 24 . 3 3
*
3 t . 7 -! 3 4 . 6 5' 2 s . rfrf 2 9 . t*l 3 7 . 84' 2 t . 02 2 3 . 3 5 2 5 . 3 7 
Note : Rate sens i t ive a s s e ts· and l i ab i l i t i e s  of each d i s t r i c t  
w e r e  compared b y  y e a r  us ing the Duncan mul tiple range test , 
at 1 0 %  leve l of s igni f i c ance . 
Rate sens i tve as s e ts and l iab i l i t i e s  w i th an aster isk 
indicates they are s ign ificantly d i ffe rent from other 
rate sens i t ive as s e te and l iab i l it i e s  in tha t  matur i ty 
catego ry ac ross the d i s tr ic t s  fo r that year . 
Rate sens i tve assets and l iab i l i t i e s  of the s ame matur ity 
c atego ry and year with an equal number of aster isks or no 
a s t e r i sks imp l i es they are no t s i gn i f i cantly d i f ferent . 
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Table 6 . 6  presents the gap of  banks by maturi ty category and 
crop reporting district for the second quarter of each year from 1984  
to  1986 . S tat ist ical tes t  results indicate few s ignificant differences 
in the gap of  banks by maturi ty category across districts by year . 
Banks in the east central and southeast district , along with those  in 
the northwest  and wes tern distric t , had s imilar trends in gap pos it ions 
during the period of 1984 to 1986 . From Table 6 . 1 ,  these  two dis tricts 
also had s imilar trends in net interes t  margin from 1984 to 198 6 . Both 
districts had a negative gap in the 1 - day , less than 3 month , and 3 - 6 
month maturity categories and a pos itive gap in the other maturi ty 
categories . In Table 6 . 6 ,  the total gap of both districts decl ined 
each year during this period . 
Banks in the northeast  and north central district  had different 
negative gap pos itions each year , which implies their interes t  rate 
risk management s trategy changed during this  period . Total gap in­
creased in 1984 - 8 5 ,  and decreased in 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 . 
Banks in the central and south ceritral district also shQw 
different negative gap pos i tions each year , indicating a different 
strategy to control interes t  rate r isk . The ir total gap increased in 
1984 - 8 5 , and decreased in 1985 - 86 .  
Banks in each crop reporting dis trict  were l iability sens itive 
dur ing the period of 1984 to 1 986  as indicated by total gap . This was 
an appropriate s trategy because of the decl ining trend in interest  
rates during this period . A l iabil ity sens itive pos i tion implies 
as sets of longer repric ing periods outnumbered repric ing l iabil ities 
Tab l e  6 . 6  Gap ( i n mi l l ions ) by Crop Rep o r t ing D i s t r i c t  
and Matur i ty Cate gory , f o r  t h e  Se cond Quarter 
o f  each Year , 1 9 84 - 8 6 
NE & NC 
Crop Report in& Dist rict 
EC & S E  c & sc NW & W 
Matur i ty 
C a t e go ry 1984 1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  1 9 8 4  1 9 8 5  1 9 8 6  
* * ** 
lday - 2 . 2 2 - 0 . 90 - 0 . 6 6 - 3 . 0 8 - 7 . 09 - 7 . 6 3 - 5 . 64 - 5 . 3 1 - 1 1 . 04 - 4 . 5 8 - 3 . 2 3 - 4 . 9 8 
* 
<3m 0 . 54 - 0 . 64 - 0 . 7 0 - 0 . 1 5  - 0 . 3 4 - 2 . 2 3 - 1 . 3 6 0 . 9 3 1 . 04 - 0 . 48 - 0 . 9 8  - 0 . 5 7  
3 - 6m - 0 . 6 5 0 . 4 6 - 0 . 3 4 - 1 . 47 - 1 . 1 2 - 1 . 3 9 0 . 3 2 0 . 2 0 - 2 . 0 1 - 0 . 2 1  - 0 . 9 5 - 0 . 64 
* 
6 - 1 2m 0 . 7 6 0 . 1 3 0 . 6 2 0 . 2 5 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 9 0 . 3 1 1 . 8 9 1 . 2 7 0 . 5 2 0 . 8 9 0 . 7 9 
l - 5yr 3 . 1 6 2 . 1 0
* 
2 . 3 2 5 . 19 4 . 4 5 6 . 4 1
* 
5 . 7 8
* 
4 . 6 5 7 . 74
* 
4 . 60 4 . 2 9 4 . 2 4 
* * 
>5yr 2 . 7 1 3 . 2 5 2 . 6 2 5 . 0 1 5 . 34 5 . 6 9 ·4 . 34 3 . 8 1 6 . 3 4 2 . 3 5 1 . 94 2 . 50 
* 
Total 4 . 3 0 4 . 40 3 . 8 3 5 . 7 5 2 . 0 5 0 . 94 3 . 7 5 6 . 1 7 3 . 34 2 . 2 0 1 . 9 6 1 . 34 
No te : The gap of each d i s tr i c t  were compared by year us ing the 
Duncan mul t i p l e  range tes t ,  at 10% l eve l of s i gn i ficanc e . 
Gap w i th an a s te r i sk indicates that i t  is s i gn i f i c antly 
d i ffe rent from o ther gap in tha t ma tur i ty c a te gory across 
the d i s t r i c t s  for that year . 
Gap of the same matur i ty catego ry and year w i th an equal 
number of a s teri sks or no as t e r isks imp l ie s  tho s e  gap are 
not s i gni f icantly different . 
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held by banks . As a resul t , the market value of their portfo l io wi ll  
increase because in  this s i tuat ion as sets are less interes t - e lastic  
than l iab il ities . 
Conclus ion 
Though other factors could account for the trend in net 
interes t  margin , the most  important factors are the movements in 
interest  rates and interest  rate risk management strategy . Because 
interest  rates declined from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 , the l iability s ens it ive 
pos it ions of banks during this  period in each district was an 
appropriate strategy . 
From the analys is  of Tab le s  6 . 4 ,  6 . 5 ,  and 6 . 6 ,  banks across  
dis tricts were exposed to  interest  rate  risk to  different degrees ,  
based on their  net interest  margin- trend from 1984 to 1 986 . Banks in 
the east central and southeast dis tricts were less exposed to interes t  
rate risk when compared t o  banks i n  the other districts during this  
period . There were also s imilarities  and differences in the 
compos ition of rate sensitive as sets  and rate sens itive l iab i lities . 
The different gap pos itions of  banks from 1984 to 1 9 8 6  indicate that 
there were differences in management s trategy in controll ing their  
exposure to  interest  rate risk . 
CHAPTER VI I 
Summary , Imp lications ., Limitations , and Recommendations 
Introduction -- Obecjectives and Procedures 
This research was conducted in order to evaluate the asse t ­
l iability management s trategy and the interest  rate risk o f  banks in 
South Dakota , from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 . The specific obj ectives were : 
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1 .  To examine and analyze the trends in market interes t  rates 
from 1 9 84 to 1986 . 
2 .  To evaluate and compare the asse t - liability management 
s trategy and compos ition of  banks by asset s ize . 
3 .  To evaluate and compare - the as set - l iability management 
strategy and compos it ion of banks by crop reporting distict . 
4 .  To examine , analyze and compare interest  rate r isk exposure 
of banks by as set s ize , and by crop reporting districts . 
Forty - four banks were chosen with total assets in the range o f  
about $5  mill ion t o  over $ 140 mill ion . These sample banks were grouped 
into four asset s ize category : less  than $ 10 mil l ion ;  . $ 10 - $ 2 5  mil l ion ; 
$ 2 5 - $50mill ion ; and greater than $ 5 0  million .  In order to compare 
banks by districts , banks were grouped into four substate regions based 
on s imilarities in crop production patterns across the State . These  
subs tate regions are : ( 1 )  Northeas t and North Central CRD ' s ;  ( 2 )  Eas t 
Central and Southeast CRD ' s ;  ( 3 )  Central and South Central CRD ' s ;  ( 3 )  
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Northwest  and Wes tern CRD ' s . 
The Duncan multiple  range tes t , at 10% s ignificance leve l , was 
used to test  the significance of the effec t  of s ize and location in the 
compos ition of assets and l iab i lities . The comparison of  ass e t ­
l iability management strategy , asse t - l iability composition , and bank 
performance by s ize  and location was done by observing the trends of  
these portfolios from 1 9 84 to  1 986 . The variation in net interes t  
margin was used as a gauge t o  determine the interest  rate r isk of  banks 
by s ize and location . 
Findings 
Interest  Rate Trend : 1984 - 8 6  
Interest rates dec l ined after the third quarter of 1984 . This 
was probab ly the result of increased competition due to deregulation , 
pol ic ies adopted by the Federal Reserve , general activities in . the 
economy , increased purchases o f  U . S securities , and the low demand of 
inves tment funds by the private sector . 
Rates were more volatile in 1984 , especially in the fourth 
quarter . After the fourth quarter of  1984 , interes t  rate volati l i ty 
was relatively low .  
As se t - l iability Management Strategy/Composition of Banks Qy S ize  
The trend in  the short - term and long - term debt securities and 
depos its of banks by s ize were examined in order to evaluate and 
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compare their asset - l iab i l ity management s trategy from 1 984 to  1 9 8 6 . 
Results from the analys is  of the trends in management s trategies during 
this period indicate that the asset - liabi l ity management s trategies o f  
banks b y  s ize were different . 
Comparing trends in the compos ition �f assets and l iabil ities , 
it  was also  found that  banks by s iz e  had different compos itions . Us ing 
the Duncan multiple range test to determine if s ize was a factor in the 
compos ition of assets and l iab i l it ies , results show few s igni ficant 
differences .  This  implies that s ize is a factor , but not the maj or  
factor explaining the differences  in  the asset- l iability compos ition of  
banks . 
The interest income and interes t  expense of banks in all  s i ze  
groups decl ined from 1 9 84  to  1 986  except for banks with assets greater 
than $50  mill ion that had an increase during the 1984 - 8 5  period . Based 
on this  trend and the growth ( decline ) in interest  income and net 
interest  margin , it was sugges ted  that banks of all s ize groups  had a 
poor performance from 1 9 84 to 1 9 8 6  though some groups performed . better 
than others . 
Asset - Liability Management S trategy/Compos ition hy District  
Differences and s imilar ities  were observed in the asset ­
l iab i l ity management strategies and asse t - l iability compos ition o f  
banks by crop reporting dis trict from 1 9 84 to 1986 . This observation 
was based on the trends in the short - term and long- term loans and 
depos its , and the trends in the compos ition of assets and l iabilit ies  
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over the same period . 
Banks in each region performed differently from 1984 to 1 9 8 6 . 
All districts showed poor performances  during this  period , based on the 
growth ( dec line ) in interest  income and net interest margin . 
Interest Rate Risk Exposure and Management 
Eighty percent of banks in S outh Dakota use gap management to 
l imi t the ir exposure to interes t  rate risk . Seventy - five percent of  
the banks in  a 1 9 8 6  study survey reported matching maturities  of  groups 
of assets and liabilities , which is  a gap management procedure . 
Re sults from the analys is of  the gap positions of banks· by s ize  and 
district from 1984 to 1 9 8 6  indicate otherwise . 
I f  a bank is liab i lity sens itive , it  is helped by fall ing 
rates , and hurt by ris ing rates . Likewise , i f  a bank is asset 
sens itive , it  is hurt by fall ing rates and helped by ris ing rates . 
Generally , interest  rates decl ined during the 1984 - 8 6 period . Banks by 
s ize  and location were liabil ity sens itive over the same period , except 
for banks with assets less than $10  mill ion in 1984 - 8 5 . 
Based on the var iation in net interest  margin from 1984 to 
1 9 8 6 , i t  was suggested that banks by s iz e  and location. were exposed to 
interest  rate risk , and to different degrees . Banks with assets 
greater than $50 mill ion were less  exposed to risks compared to the 
group of banks . By dis trict , banks in the east central and southeas t 
dis tr icts were less exposed to interest  rate risk compared to banks in 
the other dis tricts . 
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Conclus ions and Implications 
Because South Dakota ' s  economy is predominantly based on 
agriculture , banks in this  region are faced with the poss ibil ity of de ­
c l ining future returns due to the recent farm cris i s . During the 
period of 1984 to 1 986 , the value of farm assets · declined faster than 
farms debt . assets decl ined . 
With the change in the operating procedures by the Federal 
Reserve , and the passage of  the Depos i tory Institutions Deregulation 
and Monetary Control Act ( DIDMCA) by Congress  in 1980 , the compet i tion 
in the banking industry have s ince increased . As a result , the po ten ­
tial exposure of  banks to interes t  rate risk has also increased . 
Given this scenario , i t  became necessary for banks to adopt 
management strategies that would l imit their risk exposure and improve 
their performance . Banks in South Dakota tried to limit their exposure 
to interest  rate risk during the period of  1984 to 1986  based on the 
analys is of  their gap pos it ions . S ome were more exposed than others . 
Limitations 
There were two maj or l imitations encountered in this  s tudy . 
Firs t , the data needed to conduct a more rigorous analysis  was not 
available . I f  adequate data had been obtained , this research could 
have taken a different approach . For .example , models can be developed 
to examine the as set - liability management and interest  rate risk of 
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banks . Results from such an analys is  would indicate precisely which 
banks by s ize and region had better performance and are less  exposed to 
r i sks . 
Secondly , the data availab le were not continuous data , and the 
per iod examined was too short . In order to conduct a research of  this  
type and obtain more adequate results , i t  is necessary to  have 
continuous data that are over a long period , probably five years or  
more . 
Recommendations for Future Research 
This s tudy has provided a general understanding that banks in 
South Dakota by s ize  and location have different asset - liab ility 
management strategies and are also exposed to interes t rate r isks to 
varying degrees .  Further research - should examine the gap and duration 
gap of banks us ing more adequate data in order to be more precise  as to 
the groups that are more exposed to risks . 
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APPENDIX 
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Page RC-6 
Sched u le RC-J - Repricing. Opportun it ies for Selected Balance Sheet Categori es 
The information required in t his schedule represents the distribution 
across columns A through F of totals reported elsewnere on the Report 
of Condition. The totals beong distrobute<l (recorded in column G) must 
match the amounts reported for the corresponding o tems elsewhere 
o n  the Report of Condition as noted for each item. The requored m a t­
ching for each line o t�m i s  described i n  the instructtons. 
PART I. SELECTED (Column A) 
ASSETS Assets with 
immeclia1ely 
Part I exctudn adjustilllt 
(Column G) 
Total amount 
l-c----,_.;-....:;....--,....-----,....-----r-,c-
o
t-
u
m-
n
--=F)
-"1 to be distributed 
� =�� 8� Ovll' 5 yurs in columns A 
trading account aaaata 
and equity HCurlllaa. 
1. All loans and all 
lease financing 
receivables other 
than those in 
2. Debt securities 
U.S. Treasury 
securities, U.S. 
Government agen­
cy obligations, 
state and local 
MCurltles� and 
other bonds, notes 
tnrougn F (sat 
instructions) 
1 .  
a n d  debentures) . .  ·1----'-----11-���---1'--���--1-���--1-���---11-���---i-���--l 2. 
3. Other interest· 
bearlng .... ta 
lntel'88t-tiearlng 
balances due from 
depository lnatitu· 
tions, federal 
sold, and 
purchaHd under 
agreements to 
resell) . . . . . . . . . . .  ·t--::��--1---=::�::--+-=�::-+--::=�:--+-:::::::-�-+--=::-:-:l�-+-=�::---i 3. 
'Amortizing rHl ntate Joana 8ftd other multlpeymeftl Joana (excluding erect It 
carda and relatec:t ptan•l and ,_ may be IPteec:l In It- 1 of Palt I a!IO\Ie by 
selecting one ol two mathOda at tlla reporting bank' a option: (11 tly Kftadulec:t 
amortization (1/N prel-.tl matllodl. 01 (2) by final maturity IOI II•ed rate Joana 
and 1:1y -''"' rec�rk:lftG opPOf1unlty 101 lloauno rate Joana (the altematllla 
matltodl. FOiamortizlng nael ntate loana and tor other multlpeymeftt Joana and 
oea-. tlia option may be exerctMd Independently 101 eecll IOM and ..._ 
Wilen MethOd (21. tlia atternathle methOd. 11 aatectiCI. dollar amountl must be 
reported In m-andum It- 2.a 01 2.11 01 botll, aa appropriate. 
F� tloetiftO rate iOeM, If MatiiOd (11 1a aatectiCI. lila ICiiaduiiCI Pll\ffl*\ta IIIOuld 
be IP'Md only up to lila ewtiMt t81)rk:lftG opportunity, at wllk:ll point Ilia total 
remaining tlal- lllould be r81)0rtiCI. II t.letiiOd (2) Ia MiectiCI, Ilia entire 
tlal- of _, IOena lllould be reported by tlia -''"t raprlclftG opportunity. 
1 20 
LeQal Title o f  Bank 
Sched u l e  R C-J - C on t i n u ed 
Memoranda 
FFIEC OJ• 
Page RC-7 
M il !Thou 
1. Fixed rate debt securities with remaini ng maturity of over 10 years ( included in item 2, column F I · above) _ _  . _ _  . .  _ . _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ . _ _  . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ . _ _ _  . _ 
2. Addit ional information reQuired of banks that use Method (2), the alternative method (see 
footnote 1 ), for reporting amortizing real estate loans and other multi payment loans and 
leases in part I, item 1 above. 
NO TE: Other multipayment loans (excluding credit cards and related plans) are loans, 
other than those secured by real estate, that according to their original terms, are repay· 
able in at /east four substantially equal, regular payments due quart� or more frequ.,tly. 
[Banks that report all amortizing real estate loans or all multi payment loans and all leases 
in item 1 of part I above on the basis of scheduled amortization (Method (1)) must enter 
NIA In 2.a or 2.b below, as appropriate.) 
a. Amortizing real estate loans (complete both columns A and B of this 
memorandum item) . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ _  . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ _ _ _  . .  _ _ _  . _ _ _  . . . . 
b. Other multipayment loans (excluding credit cards and related plans) 
and leases (complete both columns A and B of this memorandum item) 
(Column A) 
Estlmo�tld 
� � �y-ments r�Ct!Ytd 
dunn; the 
e<�ltndaf quarter 
endtn; witll the 
report dltt 
Mil  Thou 
IICOOI •m 
IICOOi tJN 
OCOH , ,.. 
(Column 8 )  
Oo41ir amount 
outSUnelinQ al of 
the repon dllt tor 
loins and lUsts 
reported in 
pan 1. item 1 .  
�:a�21u1l::: 
illltrNtivt 
method) 
M il !Thou 
� 1)17 
IICOOi t m  
PART 1 1 .  SELECTED 
LIABILITIES 
Part 11 excludeS 
depoaill claulfled u 
demand or aavlnga 
accounta, such u money 
mancet depoalt accounta. 
(Column A) 
Liilbilitlel wit11 
immediately 
ildjUSIJIIIt 
interat rates or 
original maiurtty 
of 0111 day 
(Column G) 
TOll! amount 
� ............... �� ..... � ..... �� ..... � .......... � ............... �-�-  .......... F_)� tO M �ri�ld 
Over 5 Y'lf1 in columns A 
1 .  Time certlfic:at41S 
deposit of S1 
or more (excluding 
open-account time 
deposits of 
$100,000 or more). 
2. All other time 
deposita (Including 
all open-account 
tiiiOUgi! F (see 
iMII'UCtlllnl) 
�--�--�----�--�--��-+----�--�----��----�--��--��
M. 1 .  
M.2.a. 
M.2.b. 
1. 
time deposita . . . . ·I--=::=-!-::::--+-=�=--+--::=-:I::::-+--::��-1--=::::-:A�-+-=��+--==-f=--l 2. 
3. Nondeposit 
Interest-bearing 
liabilities (I.e., -
federal funds pur· 
chased, securities 
sold under 
agreements to 
repurchase, other 
borrowed money, 
and notes and 
1 2 1  
Sched u l e  RC- K - Q uarte r ly  Averag es'  
ASSETS 
Dol l ar Amou nts i n  Thousands 
F F I EC 0.34 
Page RC-8 
1. Interest-bearing balances due from depository institut ions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �!!±-<f-----1f-----1 
2. Taxable securities . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
3. Securities issued by states and polit ical subdivisions in the U .S.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ��f-----'f----1 
4. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell . . . . . . . • . . .  
5. Loans1·•: • 
a. Total loans (to be completed only by Jhose banks with less than $25 million in tots/ .ssets) . 
The tollowlft9 tex�r lteme are to be completed only by those banks with $25 million or moN 
In total asHtl. 
b. Real estate loans . 
.... 
1 .  
2. 
3. 
4. 
S . a. 
S.b. 
c.  Installment loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.c. 
d. Credit cards and related plans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.d. 
e. Commercial (time and demand) and all other loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.e. 
6. Earning assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 
7. Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 
LIABILITIES 
8. Time certificates of deposit of $ 1 00,000 or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · rnm'���rnm S. 
9. A l l  NOW accounts (Includi ng "Super NOW" accounts), money market deposit accounts, and time II\ 
deposits (other than certificates of deposit of $ 100,000 or more) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 
1 0. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repi.lrchue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0. 
Memorandum 
To be completed by banks with $25 million or mo,. in total aasets and with loans to finance agricultural production 
and other loans to fsrmers (Schedule RC·C, item 3) exceeding five percent of total losns.• 
1. Agricultural loans included in items S.b through S.e abOve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I "iN I M . 1 .  
• For a l l  Items, blnkl nave the option of reporting either (1) a n  averaga o f  dally tlgura f or  the quarter or ( 2)  an a verage  o f  weekly 
figurn (I.e., the Wednetday of each wHk of the quart�. In addition, average� of four month-end flgurn (the lut day of the 
preceding quarter and of eac:h month of the currently-r89C)fted quart� are allowed for lteme 2, 3, 5.1 througtl 5.e, S, 7, and memoran· 
dum Item 1. 
• See lnetructlonl for loan claealflcatlone uMd In thll echedule. • The S25 million auet aize teet 11 biNd on the total uleta reported on the June 30, 1• Report of Condition. 
1 22 
!Attix th� address label in this space. 
Legal Title of Ban• 
City County 
Slale Zlo Code 
L _j 
Bank's Transit Number ,__, -L--'---'--...1--'--�...__. 
Consol i dated Report of I ncome 
to r the period J anuary 1 ,  1 986- March 3 1 , 1 986 
All Report of Income schedule• are to be reported on a calendar year·to-date baala 
In thouaanda of dollara. 
Sc hedule A l - l ncome Statement 
1 .  Interest Income: 
a. Interest and fH Income on loans•·•: 
(1) Total loans (to be complet.O only by those banks with /esa than 
S25 million in total assets) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
"rle tollowtnt four tteme are to be completed only by thoH banta 
witt! S25 million or more In total a ... ta•.a 
(2) Real estate loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1-:."!IH--+---f 1 .a.(2) 
(3) Installment loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1.a.(3) 
(4) Credit cards and related plans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 .a.(4) 
(5) Commercial (time and demand) and all other loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .a.(5) 
b. Income from lease financing receivables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .b. 
c. Interest Income on balancaa due from depoeltory lnetltu�lona . . . . . . . . .  1.c. 
d. lntereet and dividend Income on securltlee: 
(1) Securltl .. luuad by etat .. and Political eubdtvtelone In the U.S. • . .  1-!1!1!-1--+--l 1.d.(1) 
(2) u.s. Government securltlea and other securtu .. (debt and �ulty) . • 1 .d.(2) 
e. lntarnt Income from UMtl held In trading account• . . . • . • . • . . . • • . . • 1.e. 
f. lntereat Income on federal funda eo!d and securltl .. purchued 
under agreement• to raMI I . • • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . .  .' . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . .  ��--t--1 
g. Total Interest Income (eum of Item• 1 .a thrOugh 1 . 1)  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2. lnter11t expenM: 
a. lntereet on dapollte: 
(1) l ntarnt on time certificate• of depoalt of $100,000 or more . . . . . . . . t---=:'�--'+--1 
(2) lntereat on other dapoelte . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h1�IIIIDIQII!� 
b. 
Expenl" of federal funda purctlaud and securltlel told under 111 
c. ��=:�• d�::r= �����- �� ·.;,�· u:s.' T��  � �· . . . . . . . . . m®�IDJmm$1JI� 
d. ���e::::�rt;:;��d�� ���� • �� ·�b;���,� ·�� ���· · · · · · · · · · · · · �mmlllllll����� 
capitalized leaMs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  H!'!-!-t--+----i 
e. lntereet on notes and debenture• subordinated to deposlte . . . . . . . . . . .  t-:'!!1!-+--+--l 
F F I EC 034 
Page Rl· 1 
t. Total Interest expense (sum of Items 2.a through 2.e) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . trllmmlllmmnmlmJIIlllllt:ilti=I:J 
3. Net Interest Income (Item 1 .g minus 2.1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  w. 3. 
' S.. inatructlona for 19an claaalllcatlona uaed In thla schedule. 
• The S25 million aaaet alza tnt 11 baNd 0t1 the total aaaeta reported on the June 30, 1MI Report of Condition. 
1 2 3  
Sched u l e  R I - Cont i n ued 
Dol lar Amounts in  Thousands ! . , : ; , 1 '  Mil 'Thou 
1, · , · · .  
FF IEC 034 
Page R l · 2  
4 . Provisions: 
a. Provision for loan and lease losses . 
b. Provision for allocated transfer r isl< . .  
!--!!-�!-· ·-·�· ·  ...,:;.c� ·_,J_-+i----ll 4. a. 
;....;.--1"-·· �� i:.J1-4!rl: '..,.' ·.--1: --=��!:.0...11_-..J.I _ ___;l 4. b. J 1 ! - i l l  5. Noninterest income: 
a. Service charges on deposit accounts . .  
b.  Other noninterest income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
c. Total noninterest Income (sum of i tems S.a and 5.b) . . . . . . . . . .  . 
6. Gains (losses) on securities not held in trading accounts . . . . . . .  . 
�� 5.1. 
:,� 5.b. i ldl;i1Lill!ll:;!i!lilllliHI :� I 
11• ' ' iiill!'!l::ll !iiH!'i!, �� I ::,, :ini1IT�"'il : 11 1 :.:11:u 7. Noninterest expense: 
a. Salaries and employee benefits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �·.:.;,,\�""0.,..j.,....,..,..!....,.,.1 
b. Expenses of premises and fixed assets (net of rental i ncome) · :'111.;, l 'ld!: ' i'l!lll 
7.a. 
7.b. 
I I S.c.  
I I s. 
(excluding salaries and employee benefits and mortgage interest) . . . . . �·.!1..'4!f.'�-+---+--� 
c. Other noninterest expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �.-�'·u.0...j.,....,..;,..,.,..,,.,j.-,�'-r--.....---. 
d. Total noninterest expense (sum of i tems 7.a t hrough 7.c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . �'!!i!!lil+lt(;IJ.1 'ilijl ilil!;;HII!I'Iil!lil''lill; ·l!lJII'IJ:!I;1�,1.....=:!....!---l.--' 
7.c. 
: I I I
8. Income (loss) before income taxes and extraordinary Items and �.r' !�;11ilt'li ' 'i!i-il'l4'rir':'i+ll"ilil' 'lilllll�:''�'-=::'::'"'1----.---, 
other adjustments (item 3 plus or minus items 4.a, 4.b, S.c. 6, and 7.d) . . . llili'�'! lljj.;!ll'�ll,!i,!i.fjlitj:� l�lli�1il-.+;:;''l, ��+-+---1 I I I 
9. Applicable income taxes (on Item 8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �J;,';.;.' ?4: 1 ' •;,."� 11+-�ll, ·llli'�· '�'q:�.�;l�;�· ..._:!:�--1-_! ;': • ; ili!tlii!l' •ll : l! iii : , , , . , = I 
I I 
7.d. 
8. 
9. 
10. Income (loss) before extraordinary items and other adjustments 
(item 8 minus 9) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :� I I I 10. 
1 1 .  Extraordinary items and other adjustments: 
a. Extraordinary items and other adjustments, gross of income taxes . . .  . 
b. Appl icable income taxes (on item 1 1 .a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
c. Extraordinary items and other adjustments, net of income taxes 
( i tem 1 1 .a minus 1 1 .b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
12. Net i ncome (loss) (sum of Items 10 and 1 1 .c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Memoranda 
Dollar Amounts I n  Thousands 
1. Interest on all NOW accounts (Including "Super NOW" accounts), money 
market deposit accounts, and time deposits (other than certificates of 
deposit of $100,000 or more) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
2. Not applicable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · .  : . . . . . . . . . . . 
3. Estimated tax .. xempt Income on loans and leases to states and political 
M.1.  
subdivisions In the U.S. (excludes tax .. xempt Income on securities) . . . . . ��.._-1--1 M.3. 
4. Estimated investment tax credit . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M.•. 
5. Number of full·time equivalent employees on payroll at "' Number 
6. ��h0�����
e
n
n
�:�:� �r�d· (t�. b� ·r���·�� ·����· �·i�h ·M�;�h .. J�u�·�e�. �a�ndd--1]111 M.5. 
September Reports of Income) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l...!!�L.-.....JL.---J M.8. 
Item 7 Is to be_completed by tJ•nkt with S2� million or mo,. In tot•l .,sets •nd with loans to fln•nce •grlculturel production 
and other lo•ns to f1rmers (Schedule RC·C, Item 3) exceeding five p•rcent of tot•l to•na.' 
7. Interest and fH income on agricultural loans• (Included In item 1 .a 
above) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
' See instructions for loan classifications used in tnls schedule. 
IL..!i�:'I!'...:'L.-.....JL.---JI M. 7' 
• Tne S25 mill ion asset s1ze test is based on tne total assets repo'rted on the June 30, 1115 Report of Condition. 
1 2 4  
